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Executive Summary
What is green infrastructure?
Green Infrastructure has been defined within the Bedfordshire and Luton Green
Infrastructure Plan as
“A strategically planned and managed network of green spaces, access routes,
wildlife habitats, landscapes and historic features which meet the needs of existing
and new communities by providing:
 an essential environmental foundation and support system
 a healthy and diverse environment
 attractive places to live and visit and a good quality of life
 a sustainable future”
The green infrastructure network will be protected, conserved, enhanced, developed,
and widely known and valued. It will be of high quality and an example of best
practice and innovation. The network will be multi-functional and meet a wide range
of social, environmental and economic needs. It will connect urban and rural
settlements and the countryside and provide a spatial planning framework to guide
and promote sustainable development.
The need for the Green Infrastructure plan for Bedford
Bedford is set to experience growth; it is part of the Milton Keynes and South
Midlands growth area, and scenarios for growth across the East of England region
are currently being consulted on.
Both the Milton Keynes and South Midlands Sub-Regional Strategy and the East of
England Plan recognise that growth and development should contribute to an
improved environment. Planning and delivering green infrastructure is essential to
meet the needs of new and existing communities as well as enhancing the
environment and supporting the economy.
The Strategic Green Infrastructure Plan for Bedfordshire and Luton (2007) identifies
a broad, spatial vision for green infrastructure across the area. This Green
Infrastructure Plan for Bedford complements the strategic green infrastructure plan. It
identified more detailed spatial priorities across Bedford Borough and provides
detailed background information to support policies and proposals in the Bedford
Borough Local Development Framework. In addition, green infrastructure plans for
Northamptonshire, Milton Keynes and the former Mid Bedfordshire area have been
used to ensure that GI planning crosses local authority boundaries.
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Aim and objectives
Aim: This study will identify a green infrastructure network that will provide the
foundation for sustainable communities across Bedford Borough through the
protection and enhancement of the key existing natural, historic, cultural and
landscape green infrastructure assets; accessible greenspace; and rights of way; and
the identification of new features that will provide a connected multi-functional green
infrastructure network for the benefit of both existing and new communities.
The objectives that this green infrastructure plan will help to deliver are:







To protect and where possible enhance the rich landscape, biodiversity and
the historic environment of Bedford Borough.
To provide new green infrastructure assets for both existing and new
communities
To improve access and links for people and wildlife between existing and
proposed green infrastructure assets.
To manage the green infrastructure network to high standards of
environmental quality and sustainability.
To deliver integrated social, economic and environmental benefits that
contribute to the quality of life in Bedford Borough.
To minimise and mitigate the impacts of climate change.

How the plan was prepared and what it shows
Green infrastructure is a multifunctional network that brings together various
professional disciplines. Data from this range of professional disciplines, or „themes‟
has been analysed to develop this plan. Baseline data, needs and opportunities have
been mapped and combined to produce a green infrastructure network for Bedford.
This green infrastructure network identifies spatial priority areas for the protection
and enhancement of existing green infrastructure assets and the creation of new
green infrastructure.
This network has been divided into six main areas to look at assets and opportunities
in more detail;


Milton Keynes to Grafham – wooded wolds



Upper Great Ouse River Valley



Lower Great Ouse River Valley



Bedford to Milton Keynes – Marston Vale



Greensand Ridge fringes



Bedford northern fringes
5
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1.

Introduction

Bedford Borough is part of the Milton Keynes and South Midlands growth area, an
area identified by the Government as one of four major growth areas in the wider
south east. These growth areas will address challenges including increasing housing
supply for a growing population, making housing more affordable; addressing
transport and other infrastructure issues; addressing issues concerning skills and the
labour market and; tackling deprivation and the need for urban renewal. The new or
extended communities need to be sustainable, well designed and attractive places
where people want to live and work. Proposals for growth in Bedford Borough
identified in the East of England Regional Plan1 include 15,570 additional dwellings
and 16,000 additional jobs by 2021.
Green infrastructure is recognised as an essential component of delivering
sustainable growth, both across the Milton Keynes and South Midlands area, and for
Bedford Borough. Therefore a strategic approach to planning and delivering green
infrastructure is required.
Across Bedfordshire, a hierarchical approach to green infrastructure planning has
been developed. A strategic green infrastructure plan exists for Bedfordshire and
Luton, and this is complemented by more detailed green infrastructure plans. This
green infrastructure plan for Bedford Borough has been developed according to the
same approach as that taken to developing the Bedfordshire and Luton strategic
green infrastructure plan. The smaller spatial scale has meant that a more detailed
green infrastructure network has been identified through an assessment of green
infrastructure assets and opportunities at a more detailed level.

1

East of England Plan, May 2008
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Figure 1 - The hierarchy of green infrastructure plans in Bedfordshire

1.1

Policy Context

The Milton Keynes and South Midlands Sub-Regional Strategy2 states that;
„The provision of green infrastructure needs to be addressed in planning
development throughout the Sub-Region so as to ensure a net gain to meet the
needs generated by growth and, where relevant, help to address existing
deficiencies. This may take the form of protection, enhancement or extension of
existing resources, or the provision of new or replacement facilities. Green
infrastructure includes recreational and sports facilities, pathways and routes, natural
and historic sites, canals and water spaces, as well as accessible countryside. A
network of multi-function green spaces in urban areas, the countryside in and around
towns and the wider countryside needs to be established. It will also be important to
ensure that the character and diversity of the wider countryside is protected and,
wherever possible, enhanced.‟

2

Milton Keynes and South Midlands Sub-Regional Strategy, March 2005
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At a local level, the local development framework for Bedford Borough includes
policies on the protection, quality, provision, enhancement and management of green
infrastructure in the core strategy.3
Policy CP22 of the Core Strategy states that;
„Existing green infrastructure of both local and strategic importance will be protected
from development.
Where appropriate, development will provide green infrastructure in accordance with
adopted local standards. Where provision on site is not possible or preferred, a
contribution towards of site provision or where appropriate, enhancement will be
required.
Both on site and off site provision / enhancement will be made with regard to the
priorities identified in the council‟s Greenspace Strategy.
As a contribution to the greenspace network, tourism and the vitality of the town
centre, the creation of the Bedford to Milton Keynes canal will be supported.
Where necessary and appropriate the council will seek the use of planning
obligations to secure a contribution towards the cost of future management and
maintenance of green infrastructure.‟
There is also recognition of the importance of green infrastructure in the draft
Sustainable Communities Strategy for Bedford Borough4, which states that „The
extent and quality of our green infrastructure contributes greatly to our quality of life,
providing people with opportunities for sport, recreation or just quiet contemplation. It
is also important for local food production, managing flood risk, biodiversity and
maintaining an attractive local landscape. The quality of our natural and built
environment – both rural and urban – affects the way we feel about our surroundings
and our general sense of well-being.‟
1.2

Aims and objectives

Aim: This study will identify a green infrastructure network that will provide the
foundation for sustainable communities across Bedford Borough through the
protection and enhancement of the key existing natural, historic, cultural and
landscape green infrastructure assets; accessible greenspace; and rights of way; and
the identification of new features that will provide a connected multi-functional green
infrastructure network for the benefit of both existing and new communities.
The objectives that this green infrastructure plan will help to deliver are:

3
4

Bedford Borough Core Strategy and Rural Issues Plan, April 2008
Draft Sustainable Community Strategy for Bedford, September 2009
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To protect and where possible enhance the rich landscape, biodiversity and
the historic environment of Bedford Borough.
To provide new green infrastructure assets for both existing and new
communities
To improve access and links for people and wildlife between existing and
proposed green infrastructure assets.
To manage the green infrastructure network to high standards of
environmental quality and sustainability.
To deliver integrated social, economic and environmental benefits that
contribute to the quality of life in Bedford Borough.
To minimise and mitigate the impacts of climate change.
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2.

Context

2.1

Area Context

The rural landscape of Bedford Borough is characterised by a gently undulating
topography and plateau areas, divided by broad shallow valleys. The area is
predominantly claylands, which influences both the topography and the landuse. The
area is predominantly an open and intensive arable landscape where wheat growing
is dominant. Fields are generally bounded by trimmed hedges containing variable
number and quality of hedgerow trees. To the north of the area, the clay plateau
above the adjacent vales forms a wooded ridge, with areas of ancient woodland. The
geology of the area has influenced patterns of landuse; the area is predominantly
agricultural, giving an open and intensive arable landscape. In the Marston Vale, the
clay has been extracted for brickmaking, resulting in a landscape with significant
waterbodies and landfill sites in the former brick pits. The gravels of the Ouse Valley
have also been extracted, with the resulting impact on long term landuse.
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Figure 2 - Topography of Bedford Borough

Bedford is the main settlement in the area; there is also the neighbouring area of
Kempston, and many smaller villages. Bedford has been a market town since the
early middle ages, and was granted a market charter in 1166. Over the years, its role
has evolved from an agricultural market town, wool town, centre for the lace industry,
the brewing industry and more latterly an engineering hub.
12

Infrastructure links are important to the area; Bedford is located on the River Ouse,
which became navigable up to Bedford in 1689. The A6 runs north south, passing
through Bedford, and the A421 links the M1 (west of the Borough) to the A1 to the
east. Bedford is on the Midland Mainline between London and Sheffield, and is also
the eastern terminus of the Marston Vale line.
2.2

Growth context

Bedford Borough is part of the Milton Keynes and South Midland growth area. This is
the largest of the growth areas designated by Central Government to address the
issues of housing supply and affordability. Bedford, Kempston and the Northern
Marston Vale are identified as a location for growth, and are due to provide 19,500
new homes and associated new jobs by 2021. The East of England Regional Plan is
starting to be reviewed. This will review the growth targets for the area, and will look
at scenarios for further growth.
This growth provides the opportunity to plan and deliver a green infrastructure
network that meets the needs of new and existing communities. Green infrastructure
is an essential part of the infrastructure needed to support sustainable communities.

13

Figure 3 - Planning and development proposals – Bedford Core Strategy and Rural Issues Plan
(2008); key diagram
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3.

Methodology

The aim of this plan is to identify a multi-functional green infrastructure network.
Therefore the approach to green infrastructure planning has been an integrated one,
bringing together information from a range of themes. The themes considered were:






Landscape
Historic Environment
Biodiversity
Accessible greenspace
Access routes

The plan has been developed by collating information from these themes through
various stages:





Baseline review
Identification of opportunities
Integration process
Identification of GI network

3.1 Baseline review
The plan has been informed by a number of key studies, documents or information
sources, including;
 Landscape characterisation at 1:25,0005 and 1:50,0006 scales
 Historic environment characterisation7
 Biodiversity characterisation8
 Biodiversity Action Plan9
 Bedford Open Space, Sport and Recreation Study10
 Outdoor access improvement plan for Bedfordshire11
 Marston Vale Forest Plan12
 Bedford River Valley Park Framework13
 Bedford Green Wheel draft masterplan14
 Historic Environment Record for Bedfordshire and Luton
3.2 Identification of opportunities
5

Bedford Borough Landscape Character Assessment, 2007
County Landscape Character Assessment, 2000
7
Historic Environment Characterisation for Bedfordshire, 2007
8
Rebuilding biodiversity in Bedfordshire and Luton, 2006
9
Bedfordshire and Luton Biodiversity Action Plan, 2001
10
Bedford Open Space, Sport and Recreation Study, 2007
11
Outdoor Access Improvement Plan, June 2006
12
Forest of Marston Vale Plan, 2000
13
Framework for the Bedford River Valley Park, March 2008
14
Bedford Green Wheel draft masterplan, March 2009
6
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On the basis of the baseline information for each theme, each theme chapter (see
chapters six to ten) considers existing green infrastructure assets, identifies
deficiencies where appropriate, and uses the information to identify opportunities for
enhancement and creation of green infrastructure. The identification of opportunities
has generally been carried out by a range of stakeholders across the theme areas of
interest, including;









Bedfordshire Rural Communities Charity
Marston Vale Forest Trust
Bedford and Milton Keynes Waterway Trust
Wildlife Trust for Bedfordshire
Bedfordshire and Luton Biodiversity Forum
Sustrans
Bedfordshire and Luton Historic Environment Record
Bedford Borough Council Rights of Way and Greenspace teams

Opportunities have been identified where there is a possibility of improving existing
green infrastructure assets and / or for the creation of new green infrastructure. Each
theme chapter contains an opportunity map, which features existing assets and
identified opportunities. This opportunity map is taken forward to the integration
process.
3.3 Integration process
The true value of Green Infrastructure planning is in the way that it is possible to
combine the information on existing assets and opportunities for enhancement and
creation in a spatial manner. This provides a clear vision of the Green Infrastructure
network and identifies where it is most advantageous to focus efforts and target
Green Infrastructure development for present and future populations.
The opportunity maps produced for each theme were overlain using Geographical
Information Systems to produce an „integration map‟. This integration map was used
as the basis for identifying a green infrastructure network, based on where there is
most opportunity for delivering multifunctional green infrastructure. The „opportunities‟
comprise opportunities for the protection, enhancement and creation of green
infrastructure.
Figure 4 shows the overlay of opportunity maps, with red shading denoting where the
maximum is for the protection, enhancement and creation of multi-functional green
infrastructure. Linear access opportunities are also shown; where these overlap,
there is even more potential for delivering multi-functional green infrastructure.
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Figure 4 - Integration of opportunities identified across themes
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3.4 Identification of GI network
The green infrastructure network for Bedford shows areas where maximum potential
exists for the delivery of a multifunctional network for green infrastructure. The
network shows key areas and corridors where existing green infrastructure assets
should be protected and enhanced and new green infrastructure created. Land use
changes in the area should deliver a net benefit to the green infrastructure network.
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Figure 5 - The GI network for Bedford Borough
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Figure 6 - GI network detail for Bedford
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4.

Network Area Descriptions

The green infrastructure network is divided into network areas;







Milton Keynes to Grafham - wooded wolds
Upper Great Ouse River Valley
Lower Great Ouse River Valley
Bedford to Milton Keynes - Marston Vale
Greensand Ridge fringes
Bedford northern fringes

These areas have been selected using the strategic GI plan as a basis, with
additional areas identified where there are concentrations of GI opportunities at a
district level (e.g. around the urban centres). Assets and opportunities within
these network areas are discussed in more detail in the following sections.
Although the network has been broken down into these areas to aid description,
the importance of a connected network is paramount, and therefore the divisions
are artificial. Many large scale green infrastructure projects will be delivered
across different network areas, for example, the Bedford to Milton Keynes
Waterway Park will pass through the Marston Vale into the Ouse Valley.
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Milton Keynes to Grafham – wooded wolds

4.1

This is an area with a rich history and character on the edge of the clay plateau,
with underlying Jurassic limestone. Ancient woodlands predominate, with many of
the surviving hedgerows of probable medieval origin. There are also
archaeological earthworks, historic buildings and areas of pasture and meadows.
Hedgerows frequently mark out enclosure field patterns. Access routes in the
area include historic routeways and byways.
Green infrastructure assets in this area relate to its heritage. Woodlands are
characteristic of the area, many of which are ancient, and some are designated
as SSSIs. There are a number of strategic access routes, primarily the Three
Shires bridleway and historic Forty Foot Lane, as well as a network of other
historic byways („green lanes‟) around the wooded wolds. Other heritage interest
includes Yielden Castle, a large motte and bailey castle with associated
earthworks which is a scheduled monument.
Green infrastructure opportunities include;










Linking woodlands with access routes and centres of population,
particularly enhancing the strategic Three Shires bridleway and Forty
Foot Lane.
Expanding and linking of woodland (especially ancient woodland) and
grassland habitats.
Improved management and restoration of existing ancient woodlands.
Hedgerow planting and management to re-establish the historic field
pattern and enhance rights of way.
Creating links with the green infrastructure network in
Northamptonshire.
Interpreting historic environment features.
Conserving historic parkland.
Improving the management of the historic byway network („green
lanes‟) balancing access and recreational use with historic and natural
heritage conservation and enhancement needs.

22

Figure 7 - Milton Keynes to Grafham network area
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4.2

Upper Great Ouse River Valley

The river meanders through this wide, attractive valley landscape. Sand and
gravel extraction has taken place over the years resulting in a complex of restored
gravel pit lakes dotted along the valley floor. Attractive limestone villages located
at strategic river crossings, with historic church spires and mill buildings, are
characteristic of the area. The valley also contains the A6 and Midland Mainline
road and railway corridors. The valley floor is a functioning part of the river‟s
floodplain and used for strategic flood storage upstream of Bedford town.
There is a concentration of green infrastructure assets in the river valley. The
restored gravel pit lakes, including Harrold – Odell Country Park, Felmersham
Pits Nature Reserve, Radwell Lakes fishery, Bromham Lake Nature Reserve and
Box End Park and Lakes, are important for a range of recreation and nature
conservation uses. Turvey Abbey Park, Bromham Park and Turvey House Park
are historic parkland, the first two being accessible to the public through rights of
way. The Ouse Valley Way long distance walking trail runs through the area and
links many of the riverside communities. The Bunyan Trail passes through
Bromham, Clapham and Kempston; the whole route is a long distance circular
walk that takes in Bedford, the Greensand Ridge, the Chilterns and the Marston
Vale, passing sites associated with John Bunyan, author of „Pilgrim‟s Progress‟.
At Bedford town the river and associated riparian greenspace is a strategic asset
which could be enhanced further for the benefit of the town. This network area
links with the Lower Ouse section; the urban section of the river through Bedford
links these priority areas.
Green infrastructure opportunities include







Access improvements through the north west section of the Bedford Green
Wheel project, including new river crossings and links with parks, nature
reserves, countryside attractions and housing developments, to create a
green access corridor around Bedford and into the town centre. The Green
Wheel project as a whole will create a network of traffic free paths and
quiet routes for cyclists and walkers around Bedford. This network will run
around Bedford, and include „spokes‟ linking into the town centre. The
network will link parks, nature reserves, countryside and homes.
Extending the current green wheel proposals to link Bedford to surrounding
villages through a network of green corridors.
Creating a „hub‟ of attractive greenspaces where the planned Bedford to
Milton Keynes Waterway joins the Great Ouse at Kempston (see section
4.4 for more detail on the Bedford to Milton Keynes Waterway project)
Improving the River Ouse corridor through Bedford town centre, creating
an attractive and biodiverse waterside and improving facilities for waterway
users.
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Improving walking, cycling and horse riding opportunities upstream from
Bedford, including the Ouse Valley Way, Bunyan Trail, and links to and
from the western section of the Bedford Green Wheel.
Extending Harrold – Odell Country Park to the south of the river, linking
into Chellington
Recreating river valley flood meadows and wet woodland, restoring
wetlands and grassland for biodiversity benefit and flood alleviation
Buffering and extending green spaces in the river valley, such as Harrold Odell Country Park, Felmersham Pits and Bromham Lake Nature Reserve.
Improving green spaces and visitor facilities on the urban fringe, including
enhancements at Bromham Mill, which has the potential for improvement
as a visitor / education facility, and enhancements to the landscape around
Oakley and Clapham.
Conserving historic parkland at Turvey House, Turvey Park and Bromham
Park, including interpretation where access is possible.
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Figure 8 - Upper Great Ouse River Valley network Area
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4.3

Lower Great Ouse River Valley

Unlike the Ouse Valley above Bedford, this is a broader, flatter river valley
landscape. The river is navigable eastwards from Bedford, and the feel of this
section of the corridor is more developed, with the A421 and A1 being major
transport links in the area. However, like the Upper Great Ouse River Valley, the
area is characterised by sand and gravel workings, both restored and active, with
particular clusters between Bedford and Willington and Roxton and St Neots.
Green infrastructure assets are centred on the River Ouse, running through the
town centre in Bedford and across a wide floodplain to St Neots, where it reaches
the authority boundary. There are a number of important wetland habitats dotted
along the valley floor, including Fenlake Meadows, Priory Country Park and a
number of the restored sand and gravel workings. Historic features in the area
include the historic town centre in Bedford, the 16th century stables and dovecote
at Willington, and Land Association Settlement smallholdings in Wyboston and
Chawston. Danish Camp on the River Ouse near Willington is a popular visitor
attraction, with bike hire, café, and boat trips. The area is rich in strategic
accessible green spaces, with the Embankment and the river corridor in Bedford,
Priory Country Park with the lake and water-sports, and the start of the Bedford
River Valley Park. Access links include National Cycle Network route 51 and the
Ouse Valley Way.
There are a number of opportunities both to enhance existing green infrastructure
assets, and create new facilities.
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Creating Bedford River Valley Park, a very significant 3.5 square mile area
of new country park including floodplain forest, woodlands, meadows,
formal areas, and space for water-sports and recreation, linking the town
centre to the countryside at Willington through the river corridor. Plans for
the area are set out in the Framework for the Bedford River Valley Park.15
Improving the River Ouse corridor through Bedford town centre, creating
an attractive and biodiverse waterside and improving facilities for waterway
users.
Creating and improving green access routes, including the eastern section
of the Bedford Green Wheel project, National Cycle Route 51 and the
Ouse Valley Way.
Recreating waterside meadows, pasture and wet woodland along the river
corridor, planting riverside trees, and developing wetland habitats
associated with the river and the aggregate extraction sites in the river
valley.
Zoning the lakes created by gravel extraction to meet a range of needs
including biodiversity, active recreation, and quiet, tranquil landscapes.

Framework for the Bedford River Valley Park, March 2008
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Enhancing existing assets including Priory Country Park, Danish Camp,
and Willington stables and dovecote.
Conserving parkland at Roxton and Little Barford.
Enhancing the landscape around major transport corridors, particularly the
A421, A1 and A603, to mitigate landscape and noise impact, create a
green corridor for biodiversity, and enhance local distinctiveness.

Figure 9 - Lower Great Ouse River Valley network area
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4.4

Bedford to Milton Keynes (Marston Vale)

This area is dominated by the industrial heritage associated with the former
brickworks and current brickpit landfill activities. Green infrastructure assets
include the emerging Forest of Marston Vale with its Millennium Country Park, the
„Green Gateway‟ network of woodlands between Wootton and Kempston,
National Cycle Route 51, the Bunyan Trail, Clay Way, the Elstow Brook, and a
number of wetland sites associated with flooded brickpits. On the edges of the
clay vale, there are a number of ancient woodlands, including Wootton Wood,
Kempston Wood, Ramson‟s Wood, Astey Wood, Hanger Wood and Oxleys.
There are a range of green infrastructure opportunities across the area, which will
bring about significant change to its character.














The Forest of Marston Vale is a key green infrastructure project for the
area. It is a community forest project with the aim of increasing woodland
cover of the Vale to 30%. At a local scale, this will involve linking and
extending existing woodland sites.
Extending the „Green Gateway‟ concept will increase woodland cover and
provide green space for new and existing communities and buffer new
development.
Creating the Bedford to Milton Keynes Waterway. This is another strategic
green infrastructure project. This will complete a missing link in the
waterway network by linking the Grand Union Canal to the River Ouse.
The route runs through the Marston Vale, and the section between
Stewartby and the junction with the River Ouse at Kempston is part of this
network area. The opportunity involves creating the waterway, and also a
multi-functional green corridor that includes access routes and links to
adjacent green spaces.
Using the Elstow Brook to link the wetlands in the brick pit area of the
Marston Vale and those in the Ouse Valley at Willington, and using the
Elstow Brook area as a green corridor for flood alleviation, recreation and
biodiversity, and conserving and enhancing the pastoral waterside
landscape.
Improving access routes, including the south west section of the Bedford
Green Wheel, Clay Way and Bunyan Trail.
Improving National Cycle Network Route 51 by improving the surface
between Hulcote and Marston Thrift, and realigning the section of the route
between the Forest Centre at Marston Moretaine and Bedford. This will
involve connecting the sections of the route being delivered by the major
highways schemes, the result being the creation of a traffic free route.
Buffering and extending ancient woodlands on the edge of the clay vale.
Mitigating the negative impacts of the highway network to improve
tranquillity, reduce visual impact, create green corridors for biodiversity and
enhance local distinctiveness, particularly though creating a green corridor
29






south of the bypass, incorporating the borrow pit lakes, and linking
Kempston to the Wixams development.
Creating green, sustainable transport links between the Wixams
development and Bedford.
Improving the landscape and access around brickpit and borrow pit lakes.
Creating new ponds and associated habitats.
Reinstating hedgerows and hedgerow trees.

Figure 10 – Bedford to Milton Keynes (Marston Vale) network area
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4.5

Greensand Ridge fringes

Bedford Borough contains the north western fringes of the Greensand Ridge, a
broad swathe of elevated land that runs from the east of Milton Keynes, north
eastwards towards Sandy. The Greensand Ridge is an area with significant
potential to serve as a „green lung‟ for the leisure and recreational needs of the
neighbouring towns and villages.
The „Greensand Ridge fringes‟ area is dominated by arable fields separated by
woodland belts, historic hedgerows and hedgerow trees along a wooded
ridgeline. There are a number of ancient woodlands, including Sheerhatch,
Exeter, St Macute‟s and Wilstead Woods. The ridge is strategically important in
landscape terms, given its visual prominence and provides strategic access links
from Bedford town to the leisure and recreational opportunities of the main
Greensand Ridge area, primarily in Central Bedfordshire, including its historic
parklands, such as Moggerhanger and Ampthill; and accessible woodlands, such
as Rowney Warren and Maulden Wood. A key existing link is provided by The
Bunyan Trail a long distance, circular route. Just outside the area, in the main
section of the Greensand Ridge, the Greensand Ridge walk joins Leighton
Buzzard and Gamlingay, along the Greensand Ridge.
Green infrastructure opportunities include;








Linking and extending woodland sites to each other and down the ridge
slopes to strengthen the wooded fringe landscape character.
Managing ancient woodlands, veteran trees, biologically significant trees
and historic hedgerows and interpreting historic environment features
associated with ancient woodlands.
Linking ancient woodlands together, and creating a complex of grassland,
scrub and woodland habitats.
Creating green corridors and enhancing access routes, particularly
creating woodlands and meadow features along The Bunyan Trail,
enhancing the setting of archaeological features, and creating a corridor
between the Bedford River Valley Park and the eastern end of the
Greensand Ridge.
Improving attractive, safe access links for walkers and cyclists between
Bedford and the strategic visitor attractions of the Greensand Ridge,
including Moggerhanger Park, Rowney Warren and Maulden Wood.
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Figure 11 - Greensand Ridge Fringes network area
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4.6

Bedford northern fringes

The rolling northern fringes of the town contain a number of green infrastructure
assets including Bedford Park and, further north, Renhold Brook, Renhold Wood,
Clapham Park Wood, Mowsbury Park, Putnoe Wood and historic parkland at
Howbury Park. Some of these woodlands are ancient, and contain archaeological
earthworks, as does Howbury Park.
This network of existing assets means that there is an opportunity to create a
green wooded edge to the town, and to create a „linear‟ park, providing informal
recreation, a buffer between the urban and rural areas, and protect the visual
quality of the rising land to the north of the town. The area also provides an
important opportunity to establish new habitats and routes for wildlife. This „linear
park‟ concept would provide a green infrastructure corridor around the northern
fringes of Bedford, and has been identified as an ambition for the town since the
2002 Local Plan for Bedford Borough.
Opportunities include;










Delivering the north west section of the Bedford Green Wheel project to
create a green access route around and into the town
Creating new accessible woodland linking Clapham Park Wood, Mowsbury
Park, Putnoe Wood and Renhold Brook.
Integrating the management and development of publicly accessible
natural greenspaces between Parkwood Local Nature Reserve and Putnoe
Wood to create a green arc to the north and west of Bedford.
Conserving existing historic parkland and improving interpretation,
particularly around Renhold, Clapham Park Wood and Howbury Park.
Enhancing the existing public open spaces, and improving the
interpretation of historic environment features such as the hillfort and moat
on Mowsbury Hill, a scheduled monument.
Creating walking, cycling and horse riding routes linking villages to the
north of Bedford with the northern section of the Bedford Green Wheel.
Managing and enhancing ancient woodlands and hedgerows, and linking
habitats through adjacent green spaces associated with schools and sports
fields.
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Figure 12 - Bedford Northern Fringes network area
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5.

Implementation

Although Green Infrastructure is a relatively new term the component parts are not.
There are a range of organisations and mechanisms already in place across Bedford
that manage, maintain, enhance and deliver existing and new GI components.
The new aspect of Green Infrastructure is the co-ordinated and integrated approach
taken in the planning and delivery of Green Infrastructure in a specified area. In
Bedfordshire and Luton the Green Infrastructure Consortium (GIC) has been
established to oversee this process. The GIC have developed methodologies for GI
planning at the different levels and coordinated the prioritisation of GI Projects for
specific funding opportunities. This chapter reviews some of the major influences on
GI implementation.
5.1 Delivering through the Planning system
The impetus for this plan came through housing and employment growth planned for
the area.
The planning system will have a vital role to play in the protection, delivery and
enhancement of the GI network through effective spatial planning. It will provide
guidance on the most effective and efficient areas for the new parts of the network
that are needed to provide for new populations and to make good any existing
deficiencies. Further investment from public and private sectors will be crucial to help
address current and future needs for GI provision; however, it is equally important
that new developments make commensurate contributions towards new and
improved local infrastructure where that development will add to infrastructure needs
and requirements locally. Even smaller developments create significant additional
demands for new infrastructure.
The adopted core strategy for Bedford Borough includes policies on the protection,
quality, provision, enhancement and management of green infrastructure in the core
strategy.
This green infrastructure plan provides an evidence base to identify where the priority
areas for protecting, enhancing and creating green infrastructure are. The plan will
therefore provide information to inform the allocation of sites for future developments,
the assessment of development proposals and the negotiation of planning
obligations.
5.2 Grant Funding and other External Funding Sources
Members of the Bedfordshire and Luton GIC have an excellent track record in
securing resources through external funding schemes for their aspects of GI.
However many of the sources of grant aid are for capital expenditure and the costs of
maintenance are rarely adequate to deliver the levels of quality required. This
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situation has been in existence for some time and applies to many aspects of the
existing GI components. It is therefore particularly serious when this plan is
proposing a significant increase to provide a fully functional network.
A significant source of funding for green infrastructure is the Growth Fund (formerly
known as the Growth Area Fund). This funding comes from the Department for
Communities and Local Government as a grant to Bedford Borough. A range of
green infrastructure projects are being funded until 2011. These projects include
creating a „green gateway‟ of community woodlands to the western side of Bedford,
developing Bedford River Valley Park, a substantial part around the River Ouse to
the East of Bedford, developing a series of green walking and cycling routes around
and through Bedford, improving the river corridor through Bedford, and developing
sections of the Bedford and Milton Keynes Waterway which will create a new
waterway linking the River Ouse at Bedford to the Grand Union Canal in Milton
Keynes. These projects are led by organisations including the Marston Vale Trust,
Bedford Borough Council and the Bedford and Milton Keynes Waterway Trust.
Other funding sources for green infrastructure projects include;




Lottery Funding (including the Heritage Lottery Fund, the Big Lottery Fund,
plus Sport England and Arts Council Funding)
Landfill Tax Funding
Aggregates Levy Sustainability Fund

It is not intended to provide full details of each and every funding opportunity, as this
would become rapidly out of date. The Green Infrastructure Consortium acts as a
forum for exchanging information, raising awareness of funding schemes and
encouraging partnership working. It also seeks to prioritise projects in relation to
funding opportunities at a strategic level.
5.3 Agriculture and Forestry
Within Bedford Borough, approximately sixty percent of agricultural land is managed
under „Environmental Stewardship‟ agreements, which bring in funding from the EU
for positive management of the environment. As a result, fewer hedges are being cut
every year with many being trimmed every three years, many arable fields are
bounded by grass margins and many agricultural features are being managed in a
more sympathetic manner than was perhaps the case in the past. These changes
have significant implications to the quality and variety of the local landscape.
A growing number of both small scale and large scale farmers within the area are
now within or are actively considering entering the more onerous Higher Level
Scheme under the Environmental Stewardship system. Measures to reverse the
decline in farmland bird populations and to improve peoples‟ enjoyment and
understanding of the farmed environment are particularly welcomed under these
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agreements. The Farming and Wildlife Advisory Group provides support and help to
farmers wanting to develop the environmental quality of their landholding.
In addition to the formal Environmental Stewardship schemes, there is also a
voluntary approach; „A Campaign for the Farmed Environment‟ which encourages
farmers to undertake additional measures within or outside Environmental
Stewardship. There will be significant benefits to the environment both in Bedford
Borough and across the region.
Environmental Stewardship, the loss of set aside and the efforts that are being made
to replace the perceived benefits of set aside, have all had or are likely to encourage
changes in the agricultural landscape of Bedford Borough.
A significant belt of ancient woodlands runs across the north of the area from east to
west. Grants are available to support and encourage management, and positive
management of these areas of ancient woodlands has become increasingly
common. Elsewhere small ancient woodlands are present and are often designated
as being of County Wildlife Site status. The Farming and Wildlife Advisory Group
employs an Ancient Woodland Liaison Advisor to work with owners of the woodlands
in Bedford Borough and beyond to aid management and to encourage the control of
deer that can pose serious long term problems for woodland regeneration.
5.4 Delivery through partnerships and communities
Town and Parish Councils and local community groups can play a significant role in
delivering GI. It is important that the local authorities work in partnership with local
communities to deliver against the objectives of the Bedford Sustainable
Communities Strategy. Working through Local Strategic Partnerships has been an
important method of doing this.
5.5 Monitoring and Review
The information base for each theme, along with the Plan itself, will need to be
reviewed and updated as circumstances change, other plans and strategies are
developed and GI projects are delivered. This plan should be reviewed in the Autumn
of 2012.
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6.

Landscape

6.1

Introduction

North Bedfordshire has an attractive and diverse rural countryside, containing
peaceful, tree-lined riverside landscapes, the distinctive “Bedfordshire Wolds” and
tranquil farmed countryside. The River Ouse is the major landscape feature, linking
the many characteristic limestone villages with the urban centre of Bedford and
Kempston, and connection with the pastoral landscapes and urban areas beyond the
County boundary.
Around Bedford, Kempston and the larger villages, urban fringe landscapes are
undergoing significant and rapid change, as a result of housing expansion, industrial
and road development.
The Borough contains part of the “Forest of Marston Vale" (FMV), the Community
Forest designated to bring positive landscape improvement to the brickfields south of
Bedford. The extractive industry and subsequent landfill operations introduced large
scale lakes and raised landforms – opportunity areas for Green Infrastructure (GI) but
also requiring additional mitigation to achieve integration into the surrounding rural
landscape. The FMV has established extensive areas of new woodlands in the
Borough, notably the Green Gateway at Kempston and has also been instrumental in
promoting the Bedford River Valley Park and securing land within this regionally
significant initiative.
The Marston Vale will continue to be a focus for GI provision: GI is required in
addition to the landscape mitigation required to integrate the new housing and
industry and to reduce the impact of new roads. Apart from woodland planting and
management, priorities include creating landscape rich corridors linking the Vale with
the Greensand Ridge, to the River Valley Park and to enhance the route of the
Canal.
6.2

Landscape Character

The accepted approach to evaluating landscape is through landscape character
assessment. This is an objective approach to description based on the premise that
all landscapes are valuable but have different characteristics and condition.
Characteristic features are described in an integrated approach taking into
consideration the cultural heritage, biodiversity, relationship with settlements and
accessibility. Only from an understanding of the landscape can new development be
designed to ensure it does not detract from what is valued or characteristic. This
applies to the siting and planting of new GI, which also needs to be sympathetic to
landscape character.
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A District level Landscape Character Assessment (LCA) was completed in 2007 16
This identified 14 distinctive landscape character areas within the framework of six
broad generic landscape types described in the County Landscape Assessment,
2003.17
These are illustrated on figure 13, overlain with hatching depicting the strength of
character.

16
17

Bedford Borough Landscape Character Assessment, LUC, 2007
County Landscape Character Assessment, LUC, 2000
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Figure 13 - Landscape Character

The fundamental principle of the landscape character approach is that all landscape
has value and has the potential to be improved sympathetically.
The Borough contains a significant area where the strength of character is
considered to be strong and the condition of the key features to be good. Thirteen out
of the fourteen lcas have either moderate or strong condition – stronger character is
maintained in the Wolds and the Upper Ouse Valley. Character is considered to be
moderate in the clay vales, where farming practice has resulted in a loss of traditional
features and urban influence can form a hard edge to the rural area.
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The condition of the landscape is a major factor for concern as ten of the lcas are
considered to be in a 'Declining' or 'Declined' condition, even though the lcas in the
Marston Vale are considered to be improving.
This overall decline is a result of various factors – post-war farming change, industrial
and mineral activity and the pressures of urbanisation and highway development.
The extensive loss of trees as a result of Dutch Elm Disease led to a decline in
quality of the farmed landscape to the north of Bedford. However, there are many
examples of investment in the rural landscape which have brought positive
improvements e.g. the new woodlands planted by the Community Forest, the
habitats created through mineral restoration and by farmers and landowners with the
support of Environmental Stewardship Schemes.
Tranquillity is an increasingly important factor affecting the enjoyment of landscape.
The CPRE Tranquillity map for Bedfordshire (figure 14) has been a useful reference;
the Borough has the greatest area of tranquil countryside in Bedfordshire – a
reflection on the absence of major road corridors in the north of the District. With
increasing urban pressures, peaceful landscapes and those free from visual intrusion
are a rare commodity, especially south of Bedford.
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Figure 14 – Tranquillity across Bedford Borough
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Community input is a vital part of the LCA process. A workshop was held to assist
with the production of the LCA and a consensus emerged about landscapes valued
by the community and where conservation, improvements or gains are needed.
The establishment of green infrastructure secured through the planning process
brings the resources to undertake enhancement at the scale necessary to conserve
existing landscape assets and create new greenspaces where most appropriate.
Conservation and enhancement undertaken to benefit Green Infrastructure needs to
be seen as part of a wider landscape strategy for the Borough.
6.3

Landscape opportunities identification methodology

A more detailed approach than that utilised at the Strategic Level has been used for
this District level plan. The variation within the Borough landscape is reflected
through analysis of the landscape character areas rather than continuing with the
broader approach of categorising the landscapes using the management
prescriptions. Landscape quality will vary within each character area and so a range
of management treatments are required e.g. within the Great Ouse Valley the overall
prescription may be for renewal, but at the District level the variation of sites within
the corridor can be considered, which range from the degraded urban fringe through
to areas of intact river valley character. There is a need for the conservation of
existing features, enhanced management of features in decline and reinstatement to
create connections or enhance screening.
Certain landscapes can be identified as being the most important for GI investment these will typically be areas:






Valued by users
Having high scenic quality
Where there is public access
Where improvements create connectivity
Sites rich in biodiversity and/or cultural heritage
Areas of relative tranquillity.

As such, the urban fringe is considered the key area for enhancement. Landscape
enhancement would complement the access based Green Wheel initiative. Corridors
linking the urban fringe to the countryside are also important. Elsewhere in the
County it was felt that improving the landscape quality of transport corridors was also
relevant to GI. This is less relevant in north Bedfordshire, but sections of the trunk
roads and the urban edge railway corridors are degraded. The greatest GI
opportunity lies with the numerous unclassified roads, green lanes and bridleways to
the north of the District, which are an unusual and distinctive feature of the
countryside. Landscape enhancement to increase enclosure with reinstatement of
hedging would support a “Quiet Lanes “initiative.
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Lcas were used as the subdivision within which opportunities could be assessed in
relation to the landscape strategy for each area.
The analysis of the lcas and the workshop results have been used to define the
Opportunity Areas and to develop a list of priority landscape projects.
The results are described under the LCA headings and grouped into the following
search areas:




Upper Ouse Valley and Wolds
Plateau Farmlands
The Marston Vale
Lower Ouse Valley

These broadly correspond with the key corridors identified in the Strategic Plan.
A number of themed landscape opportunities are also described:



Enhancement of the Rural –Urban Fringe
GI within the agricultural landscape
Enhancement of road and rail corridors.

From this analysis, those areas where the most advantage can be gained from GI
investment in landscape conservation, enhancement or renewal have been mapped
as the Landscape Opportunity Areas (figure 15). These include both urban fringe and
rural landscapes; the differentiation being made to indicate the key areas of search
for urban fringe enhancement.
Additional areas of land have been identified as a “Wider Area of Search“ – where GI
features would also bring landscape benefit and strengthen character.
Both categories are still indicative as “landscape“ covers wide panoramas and a
continuum of condition and feature and is not as site specific as the other themes.
The Priority Opportunity Areas will be taken forward into the integration process.
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Figure 15 Landscape Opportunity Areas
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6.4

Landscape opportunity by Landscape Character Area

6.4.1 Upper Ouse Valley and Wolds (Landscape Types 2 and 3)
There is a close visual relationship between the undulating limestone wolds and the
river valley landscape which it encloses. The wolds are well wooded, with strong
hedgerows and to the west the estate landscape of Hinwick has a special identity.
Although the river corridor is quite narrow, the presence of willows and poplars are a
significant. Large lakes arising from gravel extraction are now an accepted feature.
The wide open views over attractive farmland to villages with landmark churches, is
an important characteristic.
The Ouse Valley is a priority for landscape led GI – it is of high biodiversity interest
and important for informal recreation. A key area of potential is the urban fringe
between Oakley and Bedford, Bromham and Kempston. The river landscape retains
a natural quality – it is essential that GI provision is appropriate in scale and design
and maintains rural tranquillity.
i) LCA 2A - Hinwick Wooded Wolds
The countryside in the northern part of the lca is attractive farmland, remote and
largely tranquil despite being in the wider urban fringe of Wellingborough, Irchester
and Rushden. The post-war industrial development of the airfields has created visual
intrusion – at Podington, Thurleigh and Twinwoods, with noise pollution an issue
relating to motorsport and the increase in traffic on rural roads. There is scope to
enhance Three Shires Way through restoration of woodland and farmland features, a
biodiversity objective for this area.
The lca extends into the western edge of Bedford, a landscape undergoing rapid
change and requiring landscape renewal to integrate new development and ensure
rural character is retained to maintain identity and enhance amenity of access rotes
into the countryside.
Green Infrastructure opportunities include:






Securing management of ancient woodland, new woodland planting where
appropriate.
Creating links between woodlands, with hedges or woodland belts, particularly
to enhance the rights of way network.
Conservation and enhancement of Parkland e.g. at Hinwick, to benefit
landscape and biodiversity and enhance public access.
Conservation of existing grassland habitats – pasture is important visually
within this landscape.
Hedgerow planting and management – to re-establish lost patterns of
enclosure, especially to enhance rights of way.
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Urban fringe enhancement: Clapham/ Manton Heights/ Ravensden- to aid
screening of intrusive features and conserve rural features.

ii) LCA2B - Pavenham Wooded Wolds
This area is predominantly arable farmland, although at Turvey there is a significant
area of historic parkland and pasture. Hedges and woodlands create enclosure.
Larger villages e.g. Oakley and Bromham have undergone significant expansion.
Village scale GI is required to provide amenity, aid integration or safeguard features
such as pasture. Small scale tree planting and hedgerow renewal would add
structure to the village fringe landscapes.
Green Infrastructure opportunities include:




Village fringe improvements e.g. to enhance integration of development and
improve connectivity and appearance of rights of way.
Woodland planting / management of existing woodland.
Hedgerow renewal, especially to enhance rights of way.

iii) LCA3A - Harrold - Great Ouse River Valley
The river corridor retains a natural, enclosed character despite some of the mineral
activity that has taken place and hedgerow removal. The former gravel pits at
Harrold-Odell (part of the Country Park), Pinchmill and Radwell would benefit from
landscape integration– especially the establishment of woodland and meadows. The
lakes have great recreational potential, which needs to be managed to avoid conflict
with other interests, any facilities need to be appropriate in scale and design.
Green Infrastructure opportunities include:





Expansion of Harrold - Odell Country Park
Recreation of river valley meadows
Floodplain woodland
Tree and hedgerow planting

iv) LCA3B - Oakley - Great Ouse Limestone Valley
This lca is subject to major change, with development increasing the scale of the
villages and recently with the urban extensions and the Western Bypass. New parks
and open spaces will buffer the river corridor, but the rural character and tranquillity
will decline as the parks contain extensive sports facilities which introduce urban
elements.
The river valley landscape between Oakley, Clapham and Bromham and the urban
area is a GI priority. The scale and design of new features e.g. achieved through the
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“Green Wheel” needs to be reflect local character. Bromham Park has great potential
with links to the Mill and also potentially the Local Nature Reserve at Lower Farm
Road.
North of Oakley, the farmed landscape would benefit from restoration of traditional
features such as hedgerows and small woodlands. The river corridor is
predominantly arable; restoration of valley pastures would be beneficial, improving
the wildlife habitat in the river corridor.
Green Infrastructure opportunities include:





Recreation of river valley meadows
Floodplain woodland
Urban fringe enhancement – screening, enhancing access.
Reinstatement of features to strengthen arable landscape within the river
corridor.

v) LCA1A - Cranfield to Stagsden Clay Farmland
Land north of the A422 has been grouped into this search area. This area contains
rolling arable farmland which would benefit from renewal of traditional farmland
features; landscape led GI would seek to add features to enhance access and
biodiversity.
vi) LCA 1B – Riseley Clay Farmland
West of the A6 the plateau landscape is enclosed by the wolds landscape. The area
is dominated by Podington airfield, but is still quite well wooded. Closer to the A6,
the landscape has urban fringe uses such as pony paddocks; there are also views to
the recycling plant at Wymington, which has industrial scale. This countryside has
been identified as a GI corridor in the Northamptonshire GI plan.
GI Opportunities:


Woodland planting in scale with development at Podington airfield

Upper Ouse Valley and Wolds Priority Landscape projects





Kempston – Oakley – enhancement of urban fringe riverside.
Restoration of riverside meadows and trees.
Extension of Harrold-Odell Country Park e.g. to include the
Chellington valley slope.
Ancient woodland linkage – Hinwick
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6.4.2 Plateau Farmlands (Landscape Type 1)
Countryside to the north of Bedford is rich in feature, rural and tranquil. The boulder
clays form an extensive plateau with local variation, being more undulating in the
north-west around Riseley. The village landscapes of Swineshead and Upper and
Lower Dean have a timeless and distinctive quality, villages closer to Bedford are
subject to greater urban influence.
This area has undergone significant post-war landscape change – the combined
effect of farm intensification and the large scale loss of hedges and trees (many as a
result of Dutch Elm Disease) greatly increased the scale of the landscape.
Replanting of roadside trees and hedges, and the presence of mature trees in
wooded valleys and as features within the villages, has helped maintain character.
The area has an excellent network of public rights of way, including extensive green
lanes, and many narrow, lightly used lanes. As such, it has long been a focus for
informal recreation, especially cycling and horse riding.
GI provision would benefit Bedford‟s existing and new communities as well as
improving provision for growth areas in adjacent counties. The farmed landscape is
important for biodiversity – restoration and management of traditional features such
as hedgerows, ponds and ditches, together with conservation measures promoted by
Environmental Stewardship will enhance this value and is particularly relevant here.
i) LCA 1B - Riseley Clay Farmland
Key features include the scattered woodland, good areas of neutral grassland and
the Parkland at Melchbourne. GI would provide alternative assets for the growing
population at Rushden. This area has been identified as a secondary area of search,
but this is an area valued for its rural quality and tranquillity.
Green Infrastructure opportunities include:




Woodland management and expansion
Restoration of pasture e.g. in corridor of River Til.
Enhancement and linkage of Green Lanes

ii) LCA1E - Thurleigh Clay Farmland
GI improvements are relevant both to Bedford‟s communities and also to those of St
Neots and so need to be planned and resourced in partnership. The lca has a rich
historic heritage e.g. with the moated complex at Bushmead Priory and extensive
medieval fishponds at Colmworth. The potential for “quiet lanes“ provides a great
opportunity for GI – lanes can be very narrow and enclosed by steep banks or
bordered by wide verges – often with relic flower rich grassland which adds feature to
the arable landscape.
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Green Infrastructure Opportunities include:


Creation of Quiet Lanes – especially if this can include reinstatement of grass
verges or hedges.
Hedgerow and tree planting, particularly to enhance rights of way.
Woodland planting
Enhance management of verges to benefit wild flora.





iii) LCA1F - Renhold Clay Farmland
The land rises quite steeply just beyond the existing northern edge of Bedford. This
urban fringe is markedly rural, although there are some intrusive views from Renhold
to the east of Bedford.
New development is bringing gains for GI, notably from the housing to the north of
Tyne Crescent. New woodland will connect with Clapham Park Wood and the
extensive open spaces at Mowsbury. The Green Wheel will link these areas to the
Bedford River Valley Park: the access routes need to be in a rich landscape setting.
Ideally, the BRVP will be extended along the river to link Bedford to Great Barford
and Roxton; extension of the Green Wheel approach would create links between the
BRVP and the tranquil countryside to the north.
Elsewhere, there is potential to expand or buffer traditional features such as the
flower rich meadows at Tilwick, enhance watercourses and the rights of way which
provide important links from the town to the wider countryside.
Green Infrastructure opportunities include:


Woodland creation – arable farmland and also to aid screening and integration
of the A428
Enhancement of watercourse corridors, particularly to benefit rights of way.
Recreation of flower rich grassland; management of relic grassland.
Extension of Green Wheel links to north and east of Bedford





Plateau Farmland Priority Landscape projects





Woodland creation – spinneys, larger woods , linking hedgerows
Wildflower grassland recreation e.g. to enhance watercourses, field
margins and amenity of rights of way.
Green and quiet lane complex – Keysoe - Honeydon – Colmworth
Farmland habitats: field margins, ponds, hedgerows and feature
trees.
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6.4.3 Marston Vale (Landscape Type 1, 5 and 6)
This is the area subject to the greatest development pressure. The Forest of
Marston Vale (FMV) has established woodlands known as the “Green Gateway“ to
create community woodlands for Kempston and Wootton and help mitigate the
Bedford bypass. Linkage between existing woodland is a key aim of the Forest Plan
which is reflected in this and the MBDC GI plan. More large-scale woodlands would
balance the Growth and are appropriate in scale with the agricultural landscape,
although smaller woods and spinneys are more characteristic of the Elstow Brook
and the Ouse corridor. Elsewhere hedges and narrow tree belts can be used to
maintain the separate identities of villages and to enhance rights of way.
The Marston Vale is a priority area of search for GI, to further the aims of the Forest
Plan and provide greenspace both at a local and regional level. There is also the
unique opportunity to create quality designed spaces associated with the Bedford –
Milton Keynes Waterway.
i) LCA 1A - Cranfield to Stagsden Clay Farmland
Much of the landscape is in poor condition, with a lack of hedgerows. The higher
ground is visually sensitive – modern development is intrusive despite the presence
of small spinneys and larger ancient woodlands.
GI could help restore traditional features, enhance access routes, with an emphasis
on enhancing the clay ridge:



ii)

Woodland planting and management is a key objective
Reinstate hedgerows and hedgerow trees; enhance management.
Create new ponds and associated habitat.
LCA 5D - North Marston Vale

The condition of the landscape is generally improving as former pits are either
restored through landfill or as screened, recreational lakes. Recent industrial
development and highway schemes are visually intrusive; time is required before
mitigation is effective. The Wixams are under development: substantial new GI is
required to integrate the villages into the surrounding landscape. The Elstow North
landfill site should be restored to woodland as planned (if not required to provide
parking for NIRAH) to provide a GI landmark which can then be linked to the
sequence of borrow pit lakes south of the bypass.
GI is essential within the Growth Area:
 To further the FMV Plan, particularly to achieve extensive woodland planting,
preferably in advance of development
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 Enhance access through extension of the Green Wheel, strengthen the pattern
of the remaining agricultural landscape through hedgerow and tree planting
 Achieve further mitigation of the highway network to benefit tranquillity and
reduce visual intrusion
 Support enhanced landscaping and access to brickpit and borrow pit lakes,
particularly Kempston Hardwick and the borrow pits.
iii)

LCA 5D - East Marston Vale

The vale is predominantly rural in character, albeit with increasing urban fringe
character. The lca contains several distinctive villages – e.g. Harrowden, Cople and
Cardington. Shortstown is undergoing significant growth. This is a priority area for
GI, to provide amenity for the community and to enhance the identity of the different
settlements. The pastures beside the Elstow Brook are distinctive – the conservation
and enhancement of trees and meadows is a priority objective.
The historic landscape of Moggerhanger House is undergoing restoration and will
become a major GI asset. This lca has a strong visual link to both the Ouse Valley
and the Greensand Ridge. GI enhancement of the rights of way leading to the
Greensand Ridge e.g. from Willington and on the old railway line would strengthen
landscape character and improve connectivity to the many sites of historic and
wildlife interest on the ridge.
Green Infrastructure opportunities include:


Enhancing the John Bunyan trail, particularly to create woodland or meadow
features in scale with the arable landscape and to provide an amenity for
Wilstead.
Enhancement of the setting of the archaeological features at Medbury.
Additional community woodland at Shortstown/Cotton End.
Enhancement of Elstow Brook.
Village enhancement e.g. tree planting.






Marston Vale Priority landscape projects include:





Woodland – management of existing woods together with new
planting
Creating community woodlands to aid separation of and provide a
resource for established and proposed settlements
Conservation and enhancement of the pastoral and waterside
landscapes e.g. the Elstow Brook
Creating a green corridor to the south of the Bypass – incorporating
the borrow pit lakes, with links from Kempston and to the Wixams.
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6.4.4 Great Ouse / Bedford River Valley Park (Landscape Type 1and 4)
The broad valley of the Ouse east of Bedford has a strong urban fringe influence but
also contains traditional riverside features and landmarks. The Bedford River Valley
Park is accepted as a regional GI initiative, which will bring landscape scale benefits
to an area much disturbed by mineral activity, highways and the industrial
development. Priory Country Park is an exemplar facility which provides a link
between town and country.
Within the lca there are traditional parklands and distinctive villages. It is a priority for
landscape led GI as the Ouse valley serves both Bedford and the growing community
of St Neots – a corridor extending from St Neots to Wyboston is identified in the
Cambridgeshire GI Plan. The valley is renowned for its archaeological heritage and
sites of wildlife interest. Despite the urban edge there are areas of relative tranquillity:
landscape led GI can enhance this factor.
i) LCA 4A - Great Ouse Clay Valley
The valley landscape has been greatly altered by mineral extraction: the range of
lakes provide opportunities for zoned recreation to enable biodiversity interests and
tranquillity to be protected. Views to villages and to parkland and woodland at
Renhold are important. The tree-lined river is a beautiful resource. Tree planting,
recreation of meadows and enhancement of the waterside and village edges are
recommended landscape projects.
The Ouse and Ivel have their confluence at Tempsford – this area would benefit from
additional GI provision as a key link with the important Ivel Valley GI corridor in
Central Bedfordshire.
A landscape assessment was undertaken to inform the master planning of the BRVP
which provides further evaluation and management considerations to assist with the
development of the Park (ref 4). Enabling development would need to be designed
with respect to landscape character and be appropriate in scale.
Green Infrastructure to strengthen landscape character could include:







Woodland to aid integration/screening of the Bypass
Recreation of pasture in the river corridor
Waterside tree planting, fringing vegetation
Community greenspace at Great Barford e.g. north of High Street
Parkland conservation at Roxton and Tempsford and Little Barford
Enhancement of A603 corridor

ii) LCA 1C -Allington Hill Clay Farmland
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This discrete area lies within a green corridor proposed in the Cambridgeshire GI
plan. This is a peaceful, rural area, rather isolated from Bedfordshire as it lies to the
east of the railway. It has a strong hedgerow network with views to woodland.
Green infrastructure projects would aim to strengthen landscape character and
reduce the visual impact of growth at St Neots:



Reinstate farmland features, especially to add interest to rights of way.
Woodland and hedgerow features to screen A428 and development at St
Neots.

Great Ouse Clay Valley Priority Landscape Projects




6.5

BRVP structural landscaping and distinctive landscape design to
create identity and feature.
Parkland conservation
Willington meadows – enhancement of degraded restored land

Themed Enhancement Projects

These initiatives bring specific landscape gains and community benefits:6.5.1 Enhancement of the Rural – Urban Fringe
a) Urban fringe enhancement:
The quality of landscape in the urban fringe is a major determinant of how well it is
used for recreation. High quality paths, signs and seating are all important.
Landscaping to mitigate urban influence e.g. through screening intrusive features,
planting up the urban edge and alleviating noise pollution would all benefit and
encourage use of green infrastructure.
Enhancement projects would be based on a study of opportunities and prioritise
schemes which would benefit the largest population, for example in:Bedford – increasing links to countryside / extending the scope of the Green Wheel.
Creation of features within the Bedford River Valley Park; integration of development
in the A603 corridor.
Clapham, Oakley, Bromham - landscaping to create links to wider countryside and
integration of new development; establishment of a Western River Valley Park, to
include Bromham Park.
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Kempston, Wootton – to enhance the Canal corridor and to further integrate the new
road construction.
The Wixams, Wilstead, Shortstown – major planting to reduce the impact of urban
extension into countryside.
Harrowden, Cople, Cardington, Willington – to safeguard local identity e.g.
establishing feature trees, enhanced management of pasture and former mineral
land.
A suggested number of 100 enhancement schemes would enable achievable
implementation over the 20 year programme.
b) Countryside around towns: Enhancement of the Agricultural Landscape
The agricultural landscape provides the context of GI features – its appearance and
quality is a major factor in how well the countryside is used for recreation and the
value it has for biodiversity. Conservation and enhancement of traditional features
such as hedgerows and verges is a common theme of the management strategies,
especially where intensive farming practices have dominated. Opportunities exist to
enhance the landscape and enrich the visual experience of the countryside e.g. by
restoring the pattern of hedgerows in the landscape and establishing more woodland.
This helps to create a more sustainable countryside whilst creating a more varied
complex of views and vistas. The plateau landscapes to the north of Bedford would
be the priority area of search for such improvements; other areas include the A422
corridor and the Marston Vale. Support should also be given to farmers within the
urban fringe: productive farmland close to towns is itself a valuable GI asset.
Likely projects include:








hedgerow management
hedgerow renewal
tree planting
woodland management
pond restoration
habitat improvement to watercourses
community involvement

c) Enhancement of Road and Rail Corridors
A campaign to improve the physical appearance and wildlife habitat of transport
corridors would




benefit the image of the Borough
support economic development
improve amenity for residents
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Road corridor enhancement
Landscape improvements to road corridors are a rapid means of upgrading the
environment which benefits the whole community:





The roadside landscape is crucial in terms of promoting local identity and
distinctiveness.
Additional planting will enhance tranquillity: the CPRE tranquillity map of
Bedfordshire highlights the intrusive nature of the A1 and the A6. Landscape
mitigation can reduce the noise, visual and light pollution caused by traffic
which can greatly enhance the amenity of GI.
Community benefit: for many people, the view from the car is the main contact
with the countryside, providing them with seasonal views, broad panoramas
or familiar landmarks. This experience is important. Landscaping to enhance
the sense of place will enrich the journey; the higher the quality of the
environment, the more likely that it will encourage more active visits.

Landscaping could be within the highway boundary or in partnership with the
adjacent landowner. Planting would need to respect landscape character and
reinforce local distinctiveness.
Improvements could include:






management of roadside hedgerows e.g. laying or coppicing
reinstatement of roadside hedges
planting to improving screening
framing views
enhancing verge habitats through management or reseeding

The following highways are priorities:A1
A6
A421
A428
B530
A603

Black Cat roundabout north
Clapham, north of Milton Ernest, Sharnbrook
Marston Vale – remedial works following dualling.
Bedford Southern Bypass
Marston Vale
from Bypass to Willington

Rail corridors
Enhancement entails a combination of strengthening landscape character and
improving visual amenity through the screening of urbanising influences. The aim is
to support sustainable travel to sites of GI as well as enhance the image of the
Borough. This will mainly entail landscaping on adjacent land as planting by the
railway is limited for safety reasons. Both lines have track sides which are degraded
by low quality landscapes e.g. unsightly fencing, unscreened development, untidy
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and underused space. Enhancement would be in partnership with Network Rail, and
would be based on a study of opportunities.
The southern edge of Bedford and Kempston and the Marston Vale are areas
identified for enhancement:Likely projects include







Wildlife habitat improvements
Enhancement of fencing
Landscape planting – especially of native stock, to reinforce local
distinctiveness.
Enhancement of views to wider countryside
Signage of walks to encourage train based recreation
Signage for rivers, the Forest of Marston Vale
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7. Historic Environment
7.1 Introduction
The existing historic environment of Bedford Borough contains nearly 7,300
known historic buildings and structures, archaeological sites and historic
landscape features. More continue to be discovered. Although many of these are
designated as Scheduled Monuments, Listed Buildings or Registered Parks and
Gardens or are located within Conservation Areas, many of those which are not
designated also have archaeological, architectural or historic interest and are of
value. Furthermore, the importance of the historic environment extends beyond
individual assets to their context and relationship. A more comprehensive
approach than simply concentrating on specific locations is given by
characterization, which identifies areas of distinct historic environment character.
7.2 Historic Environment Character
Forty eight Historic Environment Character Areas, covering the whole County,
were identified and included in the Bedfordshire and Luton Strategic Green
Infrastructure Plan. 18 of these Character Areas (1 – 6, 8 – 17, 27-28) are wholly
or partly within Bedford Borough and these are shown in figure 16. (The reference
numbers used for the Strategic Green Infrastructure Plan are kept for the sake of
consistency) The Character Areas provide an integrated spatial framework for
understanding and managing the Borough‟s historic environment assets –
including the built heritage, archaeology and historic landscape. Bedfordshire
County Council Heritage and Environment Service and Albion Archaeology
worked together to develop the characterisation. Initially character areas were
defined on the basis of distinctive geology and topography. This was based on
the assumption that the environment, expressed through geology and topography,
is a major determinant of past human use of the landscape and thus the
identifiable surviving historic environment and historic environment potential. The
County‟s Historic Environment Record and the draft Historic Landscape
Characterisation was then used to describe the Historic Environment Character of
each of the preliminary areas. Where necessary, the Character Areas were
modified to take account of the historic environment information more accurately.
The Character Area boundaries should be seen as soft zones of transition
between one character and another, rather than hard delineations. The character
descriptions are broad and only describe the most prominent elements of the
historic environment.
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Figure 16 - Historic Environment Character Areas
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HECA 1

HECA 2

HECA 3

HECA 4

HECA 5

HECA 6

Valleys of the NE-flowing Til and Kym and land in between.
Settlements of Yelden, Upper Dean, Melchbourne, Riseley,
Pertenhall etc. Melchbourne Park. Mixture of brick, timberframed and (some) clay lump buildings, a simple rural
vernacular. Interspersed with woodland. Considerable
archaeological potential. Extensive cropmark evidence;
presumed to be late prehistoric / Roman but few have been
tested by fieldwork. Good survival of medieval earthworks,
e.g. Yelden motte and bailey castle, Melchbourne magnate
enclosure. Some medieval shrinkage and shift.
Valleys of the north-flowing Knuston Brook, minor tributary
of the River Nene.
Settlements of Podington and
Wymington. Predominantly limestone buildings. Farm
buildings tend to be in centre of villages, rather than
outlying. Hinwick House and Hinwick Hall. Podington
motte and bailey castle.
Block of clay upland to the north of Harrold and
Sharnbrook. Former boundary line between Mercia and
kingdoms of southern England. Very high percentage of
ancient woodland: Great Odell Wood, West Wood.
Boundaries reflect medieval assarting.
Woodland
earthworks and some ridge and furrow. Late prehistoric
and Roman cropmarks. Settlement of Souldrop. Industrial
archaeology – ancient iron smelting.
Long-settled and farmed river valley from Turvey to
Bromham. Outcropping limestone. Some seasonally
flooded meadow. Nucleated settlements of Harrold, Odell,
Sharnbrook, Felmersham, Stevington, Milton Ernest, and
Oakley. In the past, some of the villages were small-scale,
self-contained commercial centres.
Limestone-built.
Churches often close to river, away from centre of modern
settlements. Mills, weirs and historic bridges. Former
leather working industry in Harrold and Odell. Long history
of gravel extraction, which has provided evidence of
settlement from early prehistoric onwards.
[Includes
Stagsden and its tributary stream.]
Area of clay upland to north of A428, enclosed by course of
River Great Ouse between Turvey and Stagsden, formerly
more wooded than at present. Late prehistoric / Roman
cropmarks.
Western Bedfordshire clay ridge, centred on Cranfield.
Includes area of high ground to south of Turvey and east of
Stagsden. As far as the ridge of Boulder Clay to the north
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HECA 8

HECA 9

HECA 10

HECA 11

HECA 12

of Brogborough. At 113mOD – highest point in the county
north of the Greensand Ridge.
Arable agriculture.
Limestone building tradition giving way to brick and timber
framing. Cranfield Airfield, which preserves 1930s neoGeorgian airfield buildings. Village ends. Moated sites.
Late prehistoric / Roman cropmarks evidence dense former
settlement (c.f. settlement remains of this date on housing
development at Home Farm Cranfield.)
Western side of Oxford Clay vale of Marston. Line of
settlements between clay plateau and Elstow Brook:
Kempston, Wootton, Marston Moretaine. Wootton House.
Historic woodland on lower slopes of clay upland. Arable
farmland (old enclosure). Iron Age and Roman settlement
is more extensive than previously thought (land south of
Fields Road, Wootton; Beancroft Road, Marston
Moretaine).
Medieval ridge and furrow, settlement
earthworks, moats. Artificial hills at Brogborough landfill
site.
Central third of Oxford Clay vale of Marston, encompassing
the upper reaches of the Elstow Brook. Late prehistoric
and Roman cropmarks (e.g. Marsh Leys Farm, land east of
Bedford Road Marston Moretaine). Dominated by formerly
more extensive clay quarrying and brick making. Industrial
archaeology (although above ground physical remains are
fast disappearing). Central to this area is the little altered,
planned settlement of Stewartby. WW2 Elstow Storage
Depot, shortly to be redeveloped as The Wixams.
Eastern side of Oxford Clay vale of Marston. Series of
spring line settlements between Elstow Brook and
Greensand Ridge: Lidlington, Houghton Conquest, and
Wilstead. Woodland on the lower slopes. Arable farmland,
mainly parliamentary enclosures. Vehicle proving ground
next to Millbrook Station.
Historic core of Bedford, north and south of the Great
Ouse.
Above ground evidence confined to castle,
churches, street pattern, King‟s Ditch, occasional medieval
vernacular building but, more commonly, Georgian
architecture. Administrative centre with typical range of
municipal buildings. Valuable below ground Saxon and
medieval archaeological deposits.
Edwardian and Victorian Bedford. Domestic architecture
and industrial housing. Municipal parks and embankment
leisure facilities. Railway hub. Engineering developments:
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HECA 13

HECA 14

HECA 15

HECA 16

HECA 17

HECA 27

Allens and Britannia ironworks. Expansion of Harpur Trust
schools. Influence and stimulus of Anglo-Indian community
and other migrant communities.
Post-Victorian expansion of Bedford. Subsuming much of
former Bedford‟s rural hinterland, e.g. Goldington village,
Kempston, sites of former religious establishments, former
Roman and earlier settlement sites.
Extensive Boulder Clay uplands to north of Bedford. N-S
running grain to the landscape. Late prehistoric / Roman
cropmarks. Mowsbury Park Iron Age hillfort. Medieval
settlement ends of Thurleigh and Bolnhurst; historic
squatter settlement. Bushmead Priory. Mix of brick and
timber-framed buildings with some cob. Twinwoods and
Thurleigh Airfields (small part of Little Staughton Airfield on
Cambs. Border).
Settlements on the south-facing slopes of the clay upland.
More open landscape than HECA 14, with E-W running
grain. Streams draining south-eastwards and eastwards
into the Great Ouse. Relatively narrow, steeply cut valleys.
Villages of Renhold, Ravensden, Wilden, Colesden.
Scatter of moats. Settlement shrinkage. Howbury Hall.
Considerable archaeological resource (Iron Age to
medieval) demonstrated during construction of Great
Barford Bypass.
Great Ouse and Ivel valleys downstream of Great Barford
and Sandy. Riverside settlements of Blunham, Great
Barford, Tempsford, Roxton, Wyboston etc.
Historic
bridges. Roxton Park, former Little Barford Park. Extensive
arable landscape, given an historical dimension by Land
Settlement Association smallholdings at Wyboston and
Chawston. Until 1689 Great Barford was the head of the
Great Ouse navigation, after it had been extended from St
Neots. Rich archaeological landscape, early prehistoric
sites likely to be sealed by alluvium.
Small spur of the extensive Huntingdonshire /
Cambridgeshire claylands, sandwiched between the Great
Ouse
valley
and
the
Greensand
escarpment.
Parliamentary enclosure.
Late prehistoric / Roman
cropmarks. Bisected by part of Sandy to Godmanchester
Roman road. Tempsford Park. Tempsford WW2 airfield.
Large block of Greensand upland to north of River Flit.
Attractive landscape of marginal heathland, formerly
extensive monastic estates. Characterised by ancient
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HECA 28

woodland, extant (and former) parkland/estates and
country houses.
Moggerhanger Park, Shuttleworth,
Southill Park, Chicksands Priory, Haynes Park. Some
arable land amongst the woodland. Complex network of
minor roads. Varied settlement pattern; Ickwell Green;
much evidence for medieval assarting. Buildings of a
variety of ages. Main building stone is ironstone. Limited
archaeological fieldwork but where undertaken (e.g.
Haynes Park) has revealed settlement from late prehistoric
onwards.
Southern side of Great Ouse Valley between Vale of
Marston and Great Barford. Includes lower reaches of
Elstow Brook.
Valley bottom settlements Harrowden,
Cardington, Cople, Willington. Group of churches (and a
dovecote at Willington). Parishes aligned north-south,
while main routes run east-west. Planned settlement at
Shortstown (analogous to Stewartby) and airship hangers.
Extensive gravel extraction has revealed rich prehistoric
and Roman landscape (ritual and settlement).

7.3 Historic environment opportunities identification methodology
Forty five historic environment opportunity areas, covering the whole county,
were defined by the Bedfordshire County Council Heritage and Environment
Service and included in the Bedfordshire and Luton Strategic Green
Infrastructure Plan. The analysis of these strategic Opportunity Areas was part
of the same process and was informed by the analysis which produced the
historic environment character areas. The opportunity areas were selected on
the basis of a number of criteria including historic environment significance,
variety or homogeneity of character and assets, visibility, and potential for
enhancing management, presentation, accessibility or interpretation.
The strategic level opportunity areas were used as a starting point for this
plan, which needed to consider the increased detail and finer grain necessary
at the Borough level. As a result, 51 opportunity areas have been identified for
Bedford Borough, largely based on information contained in the Historic
Environment Record for Bedfordshire and Luton. They chiefly include prime
examples of the most typical sites or features found across the Borough or
those which make a significant contribution to the landscape and those
possessing or having the potential for good public access. These are shown in
figure 17.
There are a wide range of opportunities for enhancing the management,
presentation, accessibility and interpretation of the historic environment
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across the Bedford Borough district as part of green infrastructure, which can
have major quality of life benefits both for those living or working there and
those visiting the area.
7.4 Historic Environment Opportunity Areas
The historic environment opportunity areas in Bedford Borough were defined
using the Historic Environment Record for Bedfordshire and Luton and
associated resources. The following summaries were prepared for each of
the opportunity areas which are wholly or partly within the Borough area.
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Figure 17 Historic Environment Opportunity Areas
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1.
Yielden motte and bailey castle, associated water management and
manorial earthworks adjoining narrow unenclosed village green
The castle is a Scheduled Monument next to road and village with existing
access by public right of way. Probably the largest and best preserved
earthwork site in Bedford Borough. Interpretation possible at entrances and
potentially part of a trail. Some ridge and furrow. To west north-south
surviving narrow green has influenced part of Yielden‟s settlement plan with
green side cottages etc. apparent, some of “squatter” origin and some long
standing buildings resulting from encroachment visible. WWII brick built guard
post on north part of green (associated with Chelveston airfield).
2.
Melchbourne magnate enclosure, medieval settlement and Preceptory
earthworks
This is a rare example of medieval oval ditched enclosure surrounding church
and properties to west, including Hillands Farm, a possible manorial or
demesne site. To the north west and north east earthworks of abandoned
medieval settlement and water management features and to north site of
medieval Preceptory (Knights Hospitallers) with some earthwork survival.
There is some existing access by public rights of way with opportunities for
interpretation, potentially as part of a trail.
3.
Riseley medieval moat and associated enclosure, fishpond and
trackway earthworks
This is a Scheduled Monument adjoining village with existing access by public
rights of way. There are opportunities for interpretation.
4.
Keysoe Hardwick End medieval moat and deserted settlement
earthworks
Substantial moated site possibly originally associated with Keysoe Park with
remains of settlement adjoining all adjacent to road. Existing access to the
area is by public rights of way, and there are opportunities for interpretation.
5.
Thurleigh Bury Farm motte and bailey castle
This is a scheduled monument with earthwork remains of substantial motte
and ponds. Overlooked by church with substantial 15th century cross base in
churchyard, also a Scheduled Monument. There are opportunities for
interpretation from / within churchyard.
6.
Bletsoe Castle medieval moat and associated enclosures
This is a scheduled monument with occupied building still within moat.
7.
Knotting West and Sheeprack Woods
This is an ancient woodland site with Sheeprack including former rabbit
warren. Forestry Commission owned with limited access by public right of
way. There are Opportunities for interpretation.
8.
Forty Foot Lane
This is an ancient ridge top routeway of possible prehistoric origin passing
through former Podington airfield. The lane is a byway with opportunities for
interpretation.
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9.
Odell Great Wood
This is an ancient woodland site containing earthworks, including remains of
medieval woodbanks. Some access by public rights of way and opportunities
for interpretation.
10.
Hinwick House and Hinwick Hall landscaped grounds
This site is included in English Heritage Register of Parks and Gardens.
11.
Harrold Park Wood
This is an ancient woodland site surviving within an area of documented
medieval assarting. There is limited public access to the site (through the
rights of way), but there are opportunities for interpretation.
12.
Podington Manor Farm medieval motte and bailey castle earthworks
This contains remains of low motte and associated enclosure earthworks
adjacent to village.
13.
Sharnbrook Castle Close medieval moat earthworks
This is a scheduled monument being the circular earthwork remains of a
medieval moat with free public access and interpretation already present.
Maintain management, access and interpretation.
14.
Chellington isolated church and deserted medieval settlement
earthworks
This site contains remains of deserted polyfocal medieval settlement with
holloways, house platforms and isolated church at western limit. The site is a
scheduled monument. Existing access is by a public right of way, and there
are opportunities for interpretation.
15.
Harrold Bridge and Causeway
This is a multi-phase bridge, a Scheduled Monument, with associated raised
causeway to south. There are opportunities for interpretation.
16.
Harrold Green with market house and lock up and watermill
This site contains a surviving small green with open sided market house on
north part and circular stone lock up (a Scheduled Monument) to south.
Green links through to watermill and River Ouse to south. There are
opportunities for interpretation.
17.
Carlton Hall medieval moat earthworks
This is a sub-circular moat, a Scheduled Monument, enclosing a rectangular
stone-built dovecote with associated enclosures and fishpond. There is no
public access to the site.
18.
Turvey House Park
This is a late 18th century landscaped grounds surrounding Turvey House
and adjoining river. There is no public access to the site.
19.
Turvey Abbey Park with ridge and furrow earthworks
These landscaped grounds were first established after late 18th century
enclosure and developed during the 19th century around Turvey Abbey Farm.
The area contains good ridge and furrow earthworks, including some of the
largest surviving ridges in Bedfordshire. There is good existing access by
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public rights of way and opportunities for interpretation.
20.
Bolnhurst Mavourn Farm medieval moat and associated enclosure and
settlement earthworks
This is a large double moated site surrounding a post-medieval farmhouse
with earthwork remains of fishponds and deserted settlement to the north – a
Scheduled Monument. Public rights of way are adjacent to the site, and there
are opportunities for interpretation.
21.
Ravensden Tilwick Wood and earthworks of Tilwick deserted medieval
settlement
This area contains settlement remains, including house platforms, flanking a
holloway adjoining and south east of the ancient Tilwick Wood. The site is
served by public rights of way with opportunities for interpretation and
management.
22.
Thurleigh Scald End medieval settlement earthworks overlying ridge
and furrow
This site includes linear earthwork remains of close boundaries and house
platforms laid out in 12th century over former common field land mainly to
west of Mill Road. Some ridge and furrow is prominent on east side of road.
There are opportunities for interpretation.
23.
Milton Ernest Yarlswood medieval moated grange earthworks
This small moated site contains remains of excavated building – a Scheduled
Monument. It was originally known as the Hermitage but was a grange for
Cauldwell Priory, Bedford. There are public rights of way adjacent, and
opportunities for interpretation.
24.
Milton Ernest deserted medieval settlement earthworks
This site contains remains of a prominent east-west holloway with associated
house platforms and croft boundaries, which form a Scheduled Monument.
There is existing access by public rights of way and opportunities for
interpretation.
25.
Clapham Park Wood and earthworks
This woodland overlies the remains of irregular banks and ditches of possible
Iron Age origin in its eastern part and more regular features defining blocks of
medieval ridge and furrow in its western part. There is free public access with
some interpretation already present but improvements are possible.
26.
Ravensden Mowsbury Hill Iron Age hillfort and medieval moat site
earthworks
This site contains remains of bank enclosing the oval area of the hillfort into
which the substantial rectangular earthworks for a moated manor house were
later inserted - a Scheduled Monument.
There are opportunities for
management and interpretation.
27.
Bushmead Priory and earthworks of The Camps medieval moated
complex
The northern part of area is the site of an Augustinian Priory including buried
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remains besides surviving fishponds and refectory building. The southern
area includes a double moated site and associated leats. Both are Scheduled
Monuments but there is limited public access.
28.
Colmworth medieval dam, nesting island and fishponds earthworks and
remains of medieval moated manor house and deserted settlement
These are substantial earthworks, including a 100m long dam across the
valley which once held back a large lake in which was located a circular
nesting island for wildfowl, still extant. Downstream are the remains of
associated fishponds lying to the south of the once moated manor house site.
All these comprise a Scheduled Monument. To the east are the buried
remains of deserted settlement. The dam and settlement remains are
accessible by public rights of way but access to the remainder is limited.
There are opportunities for management and interpretation.
29.
Colmworth Channels End former WWII Prisoner of War Camp
This site contains the remains of many structures which comprised the former
Camp, now divided between three farms and industrial units. There is limited
access but opportunities for interpretation exist, especially as two of the
former German prisoners there still live in Bedfordshire.
30.
Roxton Palaceyard Wood medieval moat and associated enclosure
and woodland earthworks
This is a circular moat with rectilinear earthworks adjoining to north and
ancient woodland with woodbank to south – a Scheduled Monument. There
are opportunities for management and interpretation.
31.
Great Barford Birchfield Farm medieval moat earthworks
This is a square moated site, with probable internal building platforms and
associated fishponds – a Scheduled Monument.
32.
Wyboston Land Settlement Association smallholdings north
This is a distinctive smallholding landscape established by the Land
Settlement Association in 1934, including purpose built houses and
glasshouses. The area is mainly used for market gardening. There are
opportunities for interpretation.
33.
Wyboston Land Settlement Association smallholdings south and
earthworks of medieval moat
This is a small area of smallholdings related to 32. The site adjoins a moated
site to the north east, the latter a Scheduled Monument. There is no current
public access.
34.
Chawston Land Settlement Association smallholdings west and
earthworks of medieval moat
This is a small area of smallholdings landscape adjoining a moated site to the
south east, the latter a Scheduled Monument. There is no current public
access.
35.
Chawston Land Settlement Association smallholdings east
This is a distinctive smallholding landscape established by the Land
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Settlement Association in 1934 on east side of A1, including purpose built
houses and glasshouses. The area is mainly used for market gardening.
There is no current public access. There are potentially opportunities for
interpretation.
36.
Little Barford church and deserted medieval settlement earthworks
This is an isolated redundant church and former manor house site surrounded
by earthworks of rectilinear closes and platforms, a hollow way, quarrying and
fishponds. It is a Scheduled Monument. Access to the church exists, and
there are opportunities for management and interpretation.
37.
Roxton Park landscaped grounds and Congregational Chapel
This is a small landscape park including earthwork remains of ridge and
furrow, a road and boundary. There is a Cottage ornée style Congregational
Chapel on east side. There is no public access, but opportunities for
interpretation exist.
38.
Bromham Mill, Bridge, Causeway and Park
This is a medieval stone bridge and flood arches – a Scheduled Monument –
adjoining an important surviving watermill with machinery and visitor facilities.
To the north the late 16th century Bromham Park surrounds the isolated
parish church, possibly with associated medieval settlement remains, and also
contains earthworks of ridge and furrow. There is reasonable public access
with considerable opportunities for interpretation of the area, especially at
Bromham Mill.
39.
Wootton ridge and furrow south of Keeley Lane
Extensive area of ridge and furrow earthworks includes headlands and furlong
junctions, cut by quarrying remains to east. There is excellent public access
with opportunities for interpretation.
40.
Bedford Saxon and medieval town centre
The historic settlement core focuses on the castle site and Saxon gridded
street pattern to the north of the river and the burgh of 915 AD to the south of
the river bounded by the King‟s Ditch. Together these comprised the area of
the town until the early 19th century.
There are opportunities for
interpretation.
41.
Elstow Abbey earthworks, Hillersdon mansion remains, Moot Hall,
green and historic village core
This is an historic village centre with fine timber framed buildings including the
16th century Moot Hall, a Scheduled Monument, on The Green. Also
Scheduled Monuments are the earthwork remains, including fishponds, of the
medieval Elstow Abbey adjoining the Abbey, now parish church and the ruins
of the17th century Hillersdon mansion. There is good public access with
excellent opportunities for interpretation.
42.
Shortstown planned industrial village and RAF Cardington including
airship hangars
This site includes early 20th century housing development for Short Brothers
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to house workers at the adjoining airship works. Although much of RAF
Cardington has gone the massive Grade II* listed airship hangars remain.
There are opportunities for interpretation.
43.
Renhold Howbury medieval ringwork
This site includes earthworks of circular defensive bank and ditch overlooking
the River Ouse – a Scheduled Monument. It is not easily accessible.
44.
Willington dovecote and stables
This site includes 16th century stone-built manorial dovecote and stable block.
They are Scheduled Monuments in the care of the National Trust, and are
accessible to the public with some existing interpretation.
45.
Cople and Willington buried multiperiod landscape
This area contains extensive buried prehistoric, Roman and possibly later
landscapes including replanned settlements, fields and tracks. There are
opportunities for management and interpretation.
46.
Cardington Manor medieval moat earthworks
This is a large trapezoidal moated site – a Scheduled Monument. It is not
publicly accessible but is close to the road.
47.
Bedford Putnoe Wood
This is an ancient woodland site on northern parish boundary of Bedford with
good public access and opportunities for interpretation.
48.
Renhold Howbury Park
This site covers the southern half of an early 19th century landscape park
which retains many of its trees and includes ridge and furrow earthworks. The
south east corner was lost to the Great Barford Bypass. Some access by
public right of way is possible, and there are opportunities for interpretation.
49.
Willington Sheerhatch Wood
This is an ancient woodland site on the parish boundary, the last remnant of
woodland surviving in Willington following medieval assarting. It is not publicly
accessible internally but some opportunities for interpretation exist.
50.
Cardington, Eastcotts and Wilstead assart landscape including Exeter,
St. Macute‟s and Wilstead Woods
This site includes remnants of ancient woodland amidst an extensive area of
surviving medieval boundaries (hedgerows) all the result of medieval
assarting, probably in the 12th and 13th centuries. There are earthworks in
Exeter Wood and at Firtree Hill. There is limited access by public rights of
way, and opportunities for managing woods and hedgerows and interpretation
exist.
51.
Cranfield to Bromham Ridgeway and Astey and Hanger Woods,
Stagsden
This ancient ridge top routeway of possible prehistoric origin passes by
ancient woodlands on the parish boundary. The Ridgeway is a public
bridleway with opportunities for interpretation.
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8.

Biodiversity

8.1

Introduction - Biodiversity and Geodiversity

The biodiversity characterisation produced by the county Biodiversity Forum in
2006 as part of the “Rebuilding Biodiversity” opportunity mapping process
describes in some detail the different biodiversity characteristics of the
Bedfordshire landscape, relating this where possible to the landscape
character assessment for the area. This detailed report is available at
www.bedslife.org.uk
The topography and geology of the Borough has influenced the distribution of
habitat with much of the best remaining found along the valleys of both the
Great Ouse and smaller streams and on the heavy, poorly drained clays of the
north and west.
The river Great Ouse enters the Borough near Turvey in the west, turns
almost due south at Felmersham, following extravagant meanders to Bedford
before heading northeast into Cambridgeshire at St Neots. The river has a
rich and varied ecology and the valley through which it flows still contains
remnants of wet grassland and woodland which have recently been
complimented by restored mineral workings. The soils of the valley sides are
in places influenced by the underlying limestone rock and support small
patches of species rich grassland and woodland. On its passage through
Bedford the river is often bounded on both sides by a complex mix of habitats
some of which are of County Wildlife Site status. Only occasionally is it
closely constrained by solid surfaces and even in the centre of town otters are
occasionally seen and sand martins nest in drain pipes along the river bank.
East of Bedford the river has been heavily modified over many centuries to
accommodate navigation but remains of great biodiversity value.
Northwest of Bedford towards the Milton Keynes and Northamptonshire
borders the land forms the distinctive woodland wolds landscape. In the area
between Bromham and Turvey the undulating clay plateau is predominantly
arable farmland but it retains a scatter of ancient woods and important
parkland at Turvey. Within cultivated areas important farmland bird species
and brown hare are often encountered. North of Harrold and Felmersham the
clay plateau of the woodland wolds forms the watershed between the river
Ouse and streams which flow north into the river Nene in Northamptonshire.
The plateau is characterised by an important collection of large ancient woods
and a scatter of small flower rich grasslands surviving in difficult to cultivate
corners, road verges ditch banks and railway cuttings. These woods link
westwards to major woodland complexes in Northamptonshire and
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Buckinghamshire at Yardley chase, Salcey and Whittlewood forests. A
scatter of important woods also extend northeast, often on higher ground,
towards Kimbolton and Grafham in Cambridgeshire.
Southwest of Kempston the oxford clay brick pits have established a unique
ecology. The area is listed as a nationally important stonewort area by the
conservation charity Plantlife and it is also important for a range of wetland
bird species. There is a surprising abundance of small ponds throughout the
area supporting a widespread and substantial population of great crested
newts and other pond life. On the slopes to the west of the clay vale is an
important group of ancient woods.
Southeast and northeast of Bedford arable agriculture dominates the
landscape. Biodiversity interest is characterised by hedges, ditches and
verges, important farmland bird species and a scatter of generally small sites
containing non arable habitats. Many villages are found in shallow stream
valleys and these areas do contain important streamside trees and patches of
less intensively managed grasslands which have been largely lost from the
wider landscape. Notable exceptions are the extensive open grasslands of
the wartime airfields of Chelveston and Thurleigh. The grassland at Thurleigh
airfield is one of the largest continuous areas of this habitat in the County
away from the Chiltern Hills around Luton and Dunstable.
8.2 Existing Biodiversity resource
8.2.1 Habitats and species of principle importance for biodiversity (Priority
habitats and species)
Section 41 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006
empowers Government to issue a list of species and habitats of principle
importance for biodiversity. The Act also places a duty on all public bodies to
have regard to the conservation of biodiversity. The recent review of the
national Biodiversity Action Plan has confirmed and expanded the national list
of habitats of principle importance. Those that are found in Bedford Borough
are:
Lowland meadow, Wet woodland, Lowland mixed deciduous woodland,
Traditional orchards, Wood pasture and parkland, Floodplain grazing marsh,
Rivers, Hedgerows, Ponds, Arable field margins and Open mosaic habitats
on previously developed land.
Whilst some habitats such as hedgerows and mixed deciduous woodland are
widespread other habitats such as traditional orchards are very limited in
extent. Mapping of the location of some habitats such as woodland is
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reasonably comprehensive but for other habitat such as hedgerows and
arable field margins there is very little mapped data. Habitat mapping to date
has focussed on designated sites and is only slowly expanding to include
priority habitat in the wider countryside.
Bedford Borough contains a significant collection of large ancient woods. The
Borough also has a history of thousands of years of human settlement.
Expansion of tree cover over archaeological remains can be extremely
damaging and some initial studies into conflicts between archaeological and
woodland expansion objectives have been carried out. Resultant opportunity
areas which do not appear to have significant archaeological consequences
are included on the biodiversity network map.
Mapping at the scale of the District fails to do justice to the urban areas. In
Bedford and Kempston there are fragments of many of the habitats listed
above including some very rich mosaics of habitat on previously developed
land. Within the town these habitat fragments, in association with networks of
mature private gardens, are an important reservoir of biodiversity. They are
also the places where people come into contact with wildlife on a day to day
basis
There are now more than 900 species listed as of principle importance for
biodiversity in England.
Of these over 140 are known to occur in
Bedfordshire. Whilst some may be confined to small isolated populations
others may be widespread though their populations show worrying declines or
are threatened in some way. Many species are likely to be dependant on the
survival of the priority habitats listed above. At present data is not sufficiently
comprehensive to map the detailed distribution of all these priority species but
the recently established Biodiversity Recording and Monitoring Centre has
now collated well over 600,000 individual records. The Centre is an essential
mechanism for the management of the evidence base necessary for
biodiversity conservation.
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Figure 18 - Existing habitats
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Priority habitats of arable farmland are not well served by mapped data. A
variety of the fauna and flora of principle importance are species of arable
farmland habitat.
A scoring system developed by the national plant
conservation charity Plantlife, when applied to plant data for the county,
clearly shows a number of locations in the Borough which to have arable plant
assemblages that are of county importance but it is difficult to discern a
pattern in their distribution. Their presence poses a tricky dilemma in
biodiversity conservation terms as expansion of grassland habitats, even
purely as margins along the edge of arable fields could be at the expense of
important arable plants.
Brown hare and important farmland bird species characteristic of open
farmland have been recorded scattered across much of the rural part of the
Borough. Interestingly the records for these species appear to form the
western extension of a zone of significance for farmland species which
broadens out across Cambridgeshire and runs northeast into the fens and of
south Lincolnshire.

Figure 19 - Arable Diversity
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8.2.2. Sites designated for their biodiversity value.
In Bedford Borough 8 Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI‟s) cover 166
hectares or just 0.3% of the land area. By comparison in England there are
over 4000 SSSI‟s covering around 7% of the land area. Of those 4000 sites
around half are designated as of international importance. There are no
internationally designated sites in Bedford Borough.
In addition to SSSI‟s Bedford Borough contains 130 County Wildlife Sites.
These sites occupy 2378ha or 5% of the area of the District.
Geological sites of national significance are included in the suite of Sites of
Special Scientific Interest. Sites of more local importance are identified as
Regionally Important Geological sites (RIGS) and are broadly analogous to
County Wildlife Sites. At present the Borough contains just one geological
SSSI and two RIGS though, in respect of RIGS, this may reflect limitations in
geological survey and assessment.
Many sites of importance for biodiversity are managed to conserve and
enhance their wildlife interest.
There is a hierarchy of management
designations which to some extent mirrors the system for identifying
biodiversity value. Most of these nature reserves are open to the public but
some are particularly sensitive to human pressures and the conservation of
their special features presents a major challenge.
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Figure 20 - Designated sites
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8.2.3. Species protected by law
Two key pieces of legislation afford legal protection to a wide range of wildlife.
The Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981) as amended, affords protection to
many species and special protection to a more limited range of rare,
endangered or easily persecuted species. A range of breeding birds such as
kingfisher and barn owl, bats, some rarer butterflies, amphibians and reptiles
all enjoy some degree of legal protection. The Conservation (Natural Habitats
&etc.) Regulations 1994 (as amended) are derived from the European
Habitats Directive. These regulations afford special protection to a short list of
species generally now known as European protected species. In Bedford
Borough there are populations of a range of bat species, otter, and great
crested newt. Additionally species of special interest to the European Union
include the fish, bullhead and spined loach. The latter is widespread and has
at times been reported as abundant in stretches of the Ouse in the Borough.
Its distribution and ecology is subject to further study.
Any assessment of the biodiversity of the Borough must take account of the
presence of these legally protected species. Whilst some species are
relatively sedentary others such as the various bat species and otter range
widely across the landscape. Simple plotting of species records for European
protected species and species of European concern appears to show the
particular importance of the Ouse valley and associated villages. It is
acknowledged however that recording effort for European protected species
may have been relatively restricted in recent years and this deficit needs to be
addressed.
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Figure 21 - Species of European Importance
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8.3.

Biodiversity opportunity identification methodology

8.3.1. The Biodiversity Action Plan for Bedfordshire and Luton
The Biodiversity Action Plan takes national priorities, merges them with local
priorities and sets shared objectives and targets for the conservation and
enhancement of habitats and populations of species. The Action Plan for
Bedfordshire and Luton was published in 2001. Following completion of a
national review of targets and priorities published in 2006 and 2007 the
Bedfordshire and Luton plan is under review. Current action plans can be
found at www.bedslife.org.uk . The national review has used a set format for
targets and, as the Bedfordshire and Luton plan is being updated this new
format is being applied. Targets will gradually be revised to be expressed as
follows:




Conserve what remains of the existing resource in good condition
Restore degraded examples of the existing resource
Create new habitat (to expand, buffer, link or provide stepping stones in
the landscape)

For each habitat the existing resource should be conserved but it is
widely accepted both nationally and locally that conserving existing
fragments is not adequate to stop the long term decline in biodiversity.
Within both the original and emerging revised plans habitat targets relate to
habitat across the whole of the historic county area. Some habitats are better
represented in some areas than others and where possible the targets have
been broken up to reflect the different contributions that each District or
Borough may make. Current targets18 for habitat creation and restoration in
Bedford Borough for the period to 2030 are as follows:
Habitat restoration and creation targets for Bedford Borough.
Priority Habitats in Bedford
Borough
Lowland meadow
Wet woodland
Lowland mixed deciduous woodland
Traditional orchards
Wood pasture and parkland
Waterways & wetlands(fen, marsh,
swamp,
reedbed,
rivers
and

Creation (ha)

Restoration (ha)

Countywide
100
100
Countywide
Countywide
10

Countywide
5
50
Countywide
Countywide
40

18

Targets shown are from December 2008. Targets are kept under review by the countywide
biodiversity partnership and will be periodically updated.
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streams)
Hedgerows
Ponds
Arable field margins
Open mosaic habitats on previously
developed land

Countywide
20
Countywide
None set

Countywide
40
Countywide
None set

8.3.2 Strategic Biodiversity Opportunity Map for Bedfordshire and Luton.
The Regional Spatial Strategy for the East of England (The East of England
Plan, 2008) includes a biodiversity opportunity map for the region which
identifies biodiversity conservation areas, corridors and enhancement areas.
During 2005/06 the Biodiversity Forum for Bedfordshire and Luton produced
“Rebuilding Biodiversity” a biodiversity opportunity map19 which translated the
regional map to a more local, but still relatively strategic, scale. Analysis of
the biodiversity characterisation and mapping work identified areas with
significant priority habitats, species and designated sites. These areas, if
restored, conserved, expanded, linked and buffered against adverse
influences could form important ecological networks. The opportunity map
gives strategic importance to the areas with the greatest potential to achieve a
coherent network of wildlife rich habitat which could form a more robust and
resilient ecologically functional landscape. The map formed the biodiversity
layer of the countywide strategic green infrastructure plan.

19

, Bedfordshire & Luton Biodiversity Forum (2006) Rebuilding Biodiversity in Bedfordshire &
Luton, www.bedslife.org.uk
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Opportunity areas represent key regions for biodiversity, where habitat enhancement, linkage and creation
would be most beneficial. They are intended to illustrate strategic patterns only. Arrows suggest where
opportunity areas extend into neighbouring counties and dotted lines indicate where habitat corridors are
desirable.
Figure 22 - Biodiversity opportunities
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8.3.3 Developing a habitat network.
Predictions of future climatic conditions always contain uncertainty but the
consistent message from many sources is that over the next century winters
will be warmer and may get wetter, summers will be warmer and drier and
extreme weather events will be more frequent. Two types of action are
needed to address the challenge to biodiversity posed by predicted changes
in climate. Mitigation is needed to control or reduce greenhouse gas
emissions thus slowing the rate of change and secondly we need to increase
the ability of natural systems to adapt to changing circumstances. Exactly
how individual species and habitats will respond and adapt to this change in
climate is uncertain. Species with a more northerly or westerly distribution
may be unable to cope with the predicted hot dry summers and will be lost.
Other species at present limited by low temperature may be able to adapt by
an increase in number or spread to new habitat. Perhaps the most major
impediment to adaptation in this way is the extremely fragmented nature of
habitat in Bedfordshire.
In order to achieve the best possible outcome for biodiversity there are six
guiding principles which need to be implemented as a complete package 20.
8.3.4 Guiding principles for conserving biodiversity in a changing climate
1.
1a
1b

Conserve existing biodiversity
Conserve protected areas and other high quality habitats
Conserve the range and ecological variability of habitats and species

2.
etc.)
3.
3a
3b

Reduce sources of harm not linked to climate (disturbance, pollution
Develop ecologically resilient and varied landscapes
Conserve and enhance local variation within sites and habitats
make space for natural development of rivers and coasts

4.
Establish ecological networks through habitat protection, restoration
and creation.
5.
Make sound decisions based on analysis
5a
Thoroughly analyse causes of change in biodiversity
5b
Respond to changing conservation priorities with regular review of
conservation priorities and targets.
6
Integrate adaptation and mitigation measures into conservation
management, planning and practice

20

Defra, 2007, Conserving biodiversity in a changing climate: guidance on building capacity
to adapt
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These principles underpin a great deal of existing conservation action though
it has been argued that emphasis has often been on the conservation of
protected areas and sites and only in recent years has conservation of
biodiversity at the landscape scale moved more into focus.
Individual sites may be physically rich and varied and have characteristics
which make them inherently rich in biodiversity but they are often small,
surrounded by hostile environments and distant from other areas of seminatural habitat. In such circumstances habitats or species populations may
find it very difficult to recover or recolonise should there be damage caused by
fire, flood, drought or build-up of predator or parasitic species. For species
populations and habitats to be more resilient to these pressures we need to
maintain a diversity of semi-natural habitats, individual sites need to expand
and where possible to be connected together. Reducing the intensity of land
use adjacent to important sites and between key habitats would further
enhance resilience. With a wide variety of habitat separated by gaps that are
not huge and buffered by less intensive land use there is a higher probability
that habitats will survive and that the ebb and flow of species populations can
occur. Such a landscape would also provide food, shelter and breeding
options for some of the more mobile species which are not dependant on
small sites but require a rich and varied landscape within which to live.
At present Bedford Borough contains two areas, the Ouse valley and the
northern woodlands where habitat patches are relatively close together. In
the valley a legacy of restored mineral workings complement fragments of
existing habitats and regular flooding tends to favour less intensive agricultural
practice. By contrast the farmland between the woodlands is often almost
exclusively in arable production but a network of hedgerows and green lanes
form the basis of a habitat network in some areas. There are already
initiatives to create or restore wetlands and woodlands and to buffer and link
sites through agri-environment scheme initiatives, quarry restoration schemes
and the purchase of land for habitat creation. This is very much in line with
the principles being elucidated in recent research into functionally connected
ecological networks21 and should build a more resilient landscape.
Data on topography, soils, and floodplain in addition to that on protected sites,
protected species and species and habitats of principle importance was fed
into the countywide strategic biodiversity opportunities map to highlight those
key areas for biodiversity where habitat enhancement, linkage and creation
would be most beneficial. This information has been reworked in more detail
with the inclusion of species information and studies completed since the
strategic “Rebuilding biodiversity” project was completed in early 2006. New
21

For example Evaluating Biodiversity in fragmented Landscapes: Principles. Forestry
Commission Information Note 73
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habitat is also being created on the ground. Where it is known this new
habitat is being incorporated into the habitat maps. A typical example is the
planting of new woodland. Habitat mapping includes not just mature mixed
broadleaved woodland but also new plantations which contribute to
Biodiversity Action Plan habitat creation targets.
River and stream systems are unique in that the continuous flow of water can
allow species dependant on water habitats to move through the landscape.
Areas adjacent to the rivers and streams also often contain waterlogged
meadows, hedges, wet woodland and large populations of massive ancient,
often pollarded, willow trees. These habitat complexes along the river valleys
form habitat networks that are largely absent from the remainder of the District
and in Bedford Borough these are the foundation of much of the biodiversity
network.
The Working Group of the Bedfordshire and Luton Biodiversity Forum has
looked closely at the evidence outlined above and has identified two key
components of a potential biodiversity network. Biodiversity “hotspots” are
those areas which already support a rich variety of habitats and priority
species whilst biodiversity “opportunity” or network areas are those parts of
the landscape where landform, soils and habitat distribution suggest there is
the greatest opportunity to rebuild a landscape rich in biodiversity.
8.3.5 Biodiversity “hotspots”
In addition to designated sites there are important areas where the landscape,
including designated sites, supports a rich and varied biodiversity. In these
hotspots there are woodlands, ancient trees, meadows, hedgerows,
parklands, arable farmland and ancient villages with mature gardens,
paddocks and streams. These areas have populations of birds and mammals
which are dependant on the feeding and breeding opportunities presented by
the whole landscape rather than discreet individual sites. These sensitive
areas, analogous to biodiversity conservation areas of the regional
biodiversity map, are the focus for achieving biodiversity action plan targets
for maintenance and restoration of habitat. The two major biodiversity
hotspots are the Great Ouse valley upstream of Bedford and the complex of
ancient woods, green lanes and fragments of grassland north of Harrold,
Odell and Felmersham.
8.3.6 Opportunity or ecological network areas
Away from the hotspots there are areas where the biodiversity resource is
more fragmented. Sites may however be surrounded by land on which it may
be possible to create new habitat or to establish less intensive management
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regimes to buffer adverse impacts on the key sites. It is in these locations that
it would be sensible to look for opportunities to link habitats or to create new
habitat blocks that would form the stepping stones that would allow species to
move more easily between habitat patches.
The Bedfordshire and Luton Biodiversity forum has sponsored some projects
which have attempted to closely define the opportunity areas for priority
habitats with special ecological requirements such as particular conditions of
geology, soil chemistry and wetness. Within Bedford Borough this has only
extended to wet woodland. Other wetland habitat opportunities requiring
regular flooding or flowing water will be largely be restricted to floodplain but
other important habitats such as lowland meadow, deciduous woodland,
hedges and ponds have relatively wide ecological tolerance.
8.4

Biodiversity Opportunity Areas

Figure 23 - Biodiversity Opportunities; priority network
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1. The Upper Ouse valley
The river meanders through a wide valley and is associated with multiple
channels, ditches and occasional islands. Worked out sand and gravel
quarries occur within the floodplain as do some extensive areas of grassland
all of which flood regularly. The valley is incised through the geology and
fragments of grassland and woodland are influenced by the underlying
limestone. Limestone is evident in bridges, walls and the older parts of the
many villages and the exposed rock, a relative rarity in Bedfordshire, adds to
both biodiversity and geodiversity interest. Soils are variable within and along
the valleys sides in a Borough with otherwise relatively uniform soil types.
The opportunity exists to extend sympathetic management regimes and to
restore wetlands and grasslands to form a chain of species rich habitat linked
with use of the floodplain to alleviate flood flows.
2. Turvey plateau
A scatter of ancient woodlands and hedges frame an arable landscape which
still retains some populations of important farmland species. New woodland
planting and arable farmland stewardship initiatives will eventually improve
habitat links and the area is closely associated with both the Ouse valley and
adjacent habitat west of the borough boundary.
3. Northwestern woodlands
This broad swathe of relatively high clay plateau contains some very
significant ancient woodlands including Odell Great Wood Site of Special
Scientific Interest. Also present are a scatter of small grasslands, many of
which are found on calcareous boulder clay and show similarities to some of
the lowland calcareous grasslands of the Chilterns. The National Vegetation
classification recognises these meadows as a habitat confined in England to
the heavy clay soils of the East Midlands. Major opportunities exist for
improved management and restoration of woodland, particularly plantations
on ancient woodland sites, and for the expansion and linkage of both
woodland and grassland habitat to form a robust mosaic with sympathetically
managed arable farmland.
4. Clay stream valleys
From Yielden in the north to Wyboston in the southeast the rolling clay plateau
is bisected by shallow valleys supporting small streams with associated
streamside habitat. Some of the streams are prone to flash floods and are in
places bordered by small paddocks and strips of land that are less intensively
farmed than the large open fields. The network of habitats along these valleys
can be expanded and linked to reduce fragmentation with presently isolated
small species rich sites being drawn into a network which would allow species
populations to expand.
5. North Bedford
The northern fringe of the town contains the valley of the Renhold brook, a
typical clay stream valley as well as important woods and hedgerows. The
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key habitats are already partially linked via other green spaces associated
with schools and sporting facilities. This important green halo can be further
strengthened and linked across to the Ouse valley both east and west of the
town. Further north extensive grasslands at Thurleigh airfield and a major
area of recently created habitat at Knotting are beginning to build a habitat
network with links both to the Ouse valley and the clay stream valleys.
6. Elstow Brook
The brook flows from the extensive brick pit complex of the core of the
Marston Vale through the southern fringes of Bedford and Kempston to join
the Ouse at Willington. The brook and associated habitats form the only link
between these two wetland areas and the wide associated floodplain presents
opportunities for both habitat creation and integration of essential flood
alleviation, recreation and biodiversity objectives.
7. The Ouse valley east of Bedford
A complex of important habitat runs from the town bridge in Bedford east
through Fenlake meadows and Priory Park to Willington. The area east of
Priory Park has huge potential for development of wetland habitats associated
with the river and gravel extraction in the floodplain. East of Willington the
floodplain offers similar opportunities down to the confluence with the river Ivel
and on into St Neots in Cambridgeshire.
8. The Greensand Ridge
The Borough boundary contains a small stretch of the steep northwest facing
slope of the greensand ridge. Here a collection of ancient woods of rather
different character to those of the rest of the Borough are rather isolated.
Opportunities exist for linking together sites with a complex of grassland scrub
and woodland habitats on steep slopes and of forming links into the potential
hotspots and networks of the greensand ridge in Central Bedfordshire.
9. Marston Vale fringes
West and north of Wotton the ground rises to a rolling clay plateau. The
slopes of this rising ground contain a string of ancient woods from Holcot and
Marston Thrift in Central Bedfordshire to Stagsden. Each is presently isolated
and distant from the next. Opportunities exist for buffering and expanding the
woods to improve their resilience and eventually reducing isolation.
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9.

Accessible Greenspace

9.1

Introduction

Bedford Borough has an attractive natural environment including the
surrounding countryside and the River Ouse corridor. The urban area itself
has a rich heritage of parks and gardens, including those centred on the River
Ouse corridor. There is also an active policy of open spaces management in
respect of the Borough Council‟s sites which total over 500ha. Of particular
significance are the two country parks and six major urban parks which
provide a particular focus for both local users and visitors from a wider
catchment. The Borough‟s greenspaces provide a wide range of values
including:


A wide range of sports and recreational facilities



Habitats for a diverse flora and fauna



Economic value through improving property values, attracting visitors
etc.



A setting for large number of events from those organised by
community groups to the River Festival



Opportunities to improve mental, physical and spiritual wellbeing.



A focus for community activity.



Places to play for all ages.

These public greenspaces are supplemented by a significant number of
accessible sites managed by parish councils, the Forest of Marston Vale
team, the Beds Wildlife Trust and others. Most of these sites are in rural
areas where some 50,000 or a third of the Borough‟s population live across
43 parishes.
Bedford / Kempston and the north Marston Vale is identified as a growth area
in the Milton Keynes and South Midland sub-regional strategy and as such will
be the focus of further greenspace provision in the future alongside the
planned 16,270 homes and 16,000 jobs (2001-2021). This provision will
include three country parks as well as numerous smaller sites and areas of
amenity greenspace plus associated facilities.
It is this growth that will
enable the delivery of the Bedford Green Wheel, a major element of
greenspace and access provision initially concentrating on the urban fringe
and linkages to many greenspace sites.
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9.2
Existing Greenspace resource; the Greenspace Strategy and
Open Space, Sport and recreation Study
The framework for greenspace management and improvement is provided by
the Bedford Borough Council‟s Greenspace Strategy which is partly based on
the data and recommendations from the Borough Council‟s Open Space,
Sport and Recreation Study carried out in 2007. The Study is also being used
to inform policies relating to greenspace and recreational provision in the
Local Development Framework. In particular it addresses the following:






Recommending local standards of provision to guide requirements for
developer contributions for open space, sport and recreation provision
arising from new development; and, to assist in the conservation,
planning and management of existing and future recreation
opportunities of all kinds.
Reviewing existing open space and recreation designations within the
existing local plan with a view to ensuring a clear rationale and
consistency in future development plan documents.
Assessing the local and Borough wide provision of open space and
recreation facilities in terms of the existing and projected needs of the
population.
Establishing strategic options and recommendations for the planning
and management of opportunities to help inform the Borough Council‟s
Greenspace Strategy.

9.2.1 Greenspace Typologies
The Open Space, Sport and Recreation Study divides the greenspaces of
Bedford Borough into typologies, according to their primary purpose. It should
be noted that there are many overlaps between typologies and in for some
sites, there were difficulties in designating them accurately. However the
typology provision maps shown below do indicate the quantity and distribution
of the majority of greenspace sites; spaces where the primary purpose is
equipped play or allotments are not shown;
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9.2.2 Informal or amenity green space - spaces open to free and
spontaneous use by the public, but neither laid out and or managed for a
specific function such as a park, public playing field or recreation ground; nor
managed as a natural or semi-natural habitat.

Figure 24 - Distribution of Informal Greenspace
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9.2.3 Natural green space – sites managed primarily for wildlife value but
which are also open to public use and enjoyment.

Figure 25 - Distribution of Natural Greenspace
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9.2.4 Parks and gardens – greenspace sites of significant size that can offer
a range wide range of functions, including:







Informal recreation and outdoor sport
Play space of many kinds (informal sport and children‟s play)
Providing attractive routes to work
Offering landscape and amenity features
Providing areas for „events‟
Providing habitats for wildlife.

Figure 26 - Distribution of Parks and Gardens
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9.2.5 Playing fields and public recreation grounds - Playing fields are defined
here as areas of open (generally grassed) space that are used to
accommodate outdoor sports and active recreational activity. The sites shown
on the map enjoy a variety of ownerships including the Borough Council,
parish councils or managing committees and clubs where there appears to be
some degree of community use. Recreation grounds offer similar facilities but
are often further used for activities such as casual recreation, children‟s play,
dog walking and smaller scale events. They are often found in rural
settlements, where they will largely be managed by playing field
committees/trusts in conjunction with the parish councils.

Figure 27 - Distribution of Recreation Grounds and Playing Fields
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In addition, the greenspaces are categorised in terms of the hierarchy of
provision of greenspaces; different sized greenspaces meet different needs.
The hierarchical approach is used to test whether the provision of
greenspaces at these different scales is sufficient. More detail can be found in
the Open Space, Sport and Recreation Study report.

Figure 28 - Composite map of greenspace typologies
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9.3 Greenspace Opportunity Identification Methodology
The identification of greenspace opportunity areas has been determined by a
number of factors. These include:


Using baseline of mapped green spaces (see composite map below) to
inform locations where a concentration of opportunities exists for the
protection, enhancement and creation of greenspaces to meet the
needs identified through the PPG17 study. There is a significant
correlation between existing provision and the new opportunity map.



Known sites that will be created over the next few years primarily as a
result of the major growth area developments. Examples include
Biddenham Loop, Bedford River Valley Park and land to the north of
Biddenham.



Existing sites without public access that are physically suitable for further
development as a public greenspace. In some instances these sites will have
been identified through previous strategic planning work e.g. gravel pit lakes
at Kemspton Hardwick.



Focussing on areas where there are more likely to be genuine opportunity to
enhance greenspace provision e.g. north Marston Vale and the urban fringe.
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Figure 29 - Greenspace Opportunities
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10. Access Routes
10.1 Existing access resource
The existing access routes in Borough of Bedford include the network of
national and regional cycle routes; well used and widely promoted footpath
and bridleway routes which were created to promote the Borough of
Bedford‟s landscape and historical features; and navigable waterways that
provide strategic links between the Borough of Bedford and with neighbouring
areas at the Sub-Regional scale. These routes provide strategic access
opportunities for walkers, cyclists, equestrians and water-craft users and link
with the wider Public Rights of Way Network in Borough of Bedford.
The Public Rights of Way Network makes an important contribution to linear
access provision which when taken together makes up the strategic access
routes network. This network is considered to constitute an important access
resource across the Borough of Bedford, providing immediate and local
access for communities to the countryside from their doorstep.
Gaps in the connectivity, availability and quality of the strategic access
network for local communities in Borough of Bedford have been identified in
the strategic access route assessment.
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Figure 30 - Existing strategic access routes
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10.2

Access opportunity methodology

10.2.1

Identifying strategic access routes

An access route of strategic significance is defined as a recreational
bridleway, cycle route, footpath or waterway that attracts a significant
proportion of users throughout the Borough of Bedford and also from further
afield, and therefore has large potential catchments. Access routes are
identified as being of strategic significance where their creation was based on
the intention of promoting key landscape and historical features, and as such
have been publicised across the Borough of Bedford and beyond.
Local routes that tend to attract almost all of their users from a particular area
such as a neighbourhood, parish or village are not considered to be strategic,
and are thus not considered by this assessment. However the Rights of Way
Network is considered to offer a key role in terms of providing links between
strategic routes and in addressing connectivity deficits and so are integral to
the Green Infrastructure linear access provision.
The overall approach to the assessment of access routes of strategic
significance for informal recreation purposes within Borough of Bedford was
developed in conjunction with the GI working group, based on adaptation of
the approaches set out in the PPG17 (Planning for Open Space, Sports and
Recreation) companion guide „Assessing Needs and Opportunities‟. Attention
has also been paid to ensure consistency with the Bedford Borough Council
“Outdoor Access Improvement Plan” (adopted from the former Bedfordshire
Borough of Bedford Council) which has reviewed public usage of the access
network throughout the borough.
The method for identifying access routes of strategic significance involves an
assessment of access routes based on their primary function, level of
recreational use and how widely the route is promoted. This approach is
considered to reflect the specific circumstances within Borough of Bedford,
and to be consistent with the aim of identifying strategic access to inform the
Strategic Green Infrastructure Plan.
10.2.2

Access Route Typology

The typology includes all routes for non-motorised forms of access. The
following access route types are included in the strategic assessment:



Strategic bridleway routes – comprising horse riding routes (also
providing access to off road cyclists)
Strategic cycle routes – comprising recreational routes for cyclists
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10.2.3

Strategic footpath routes – comprising functional and recreational
footpath routes (usually promoted routes)
Strategic waterways – comprising navigable river/canal routes for
watercraft
Rights of Way Network – includes the strategic routes above in
addition to a wider public rights of way linear access network.
Gaps in existing provision

This analysis identifies gaps in linkages within the existing strategic access
network to support the recommendations for potential new linkages as part of
the Green Infrastructure Network proposals. In addition to identifying gaps in
the connectivity and availability of the network, the analysis also assesses the
accessibility to the strategic access route network for users.
10.3 Existing access provision and new opportunities
Existing access routes that provide linkages of strategic significance in
Bedford are shown on Figure 30 and listed in section 10.3.
10.3.1

Strategic Bridleway Routes

Figure 30 shows that strategic bridleway provision is often not connected to
that of strategic cycle provision. The main northeast- south west bridleway
route identified (Three Shires Way) forms part of longer regional routes which
crosses the Borough of Bedford, but actually adds little to address strategic
usage requirements. This route is linear in nature, and currently provides little
opportunity to interconnect with communities or provide alternate links to vary
travel in the Borough. The remoteness of route may be explained by the
needs of the main user group to have access from land for stabling and the
availability of horse box parking.
Since the Three Shires Way is linear there is little opportunity to return to the
point of origin, other than by retracing the route or using a support vehicle.
The adjacent and wider Rights of Way Network should provide more linkage.
Recent user research has identified the need to develop more opportunities
for horse riding in the Borough of Bedford. It is anticipated that strategic level
circular bridleway routes will be developed as a result of this user need.
Figure 30 also shows gaps in the connectivity of the strategic bridleway route
network. These include:


Gaps in north-south connectivity for horse-riders between the Three
Shires Way and other bridleways.
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10.3.2

There is poor bridleway connectivity from the byway network in the
north of the Borough to the Great Ouse Valley and then south towards
Bedford. This forces riders attempting circular rides to cross a number
of increasingly busy roads.
The tranquil area of the North Bedfordshire Wolds is devoid of any
strategic bridleway routes.
As the network is also available to off-road cyclists it should be noted
that connectivity with the strategic cycle network should be improved.
All opportunities should be used to link these routes into the wider
Rights of Way Network to provide meaningful circuits.
Strategic Cycle Routes

Figure 30 shows that strategic cycle route provision is not connected to that
of strategic bridleway provision. The National cycle route 51 identified forms
part of more extensive National Cycle Network (NCN) routes which cross the
Borough of Bedford. Sustrans, the charity have worked with the Council to
develop this route, have sustainable transport as a core principle; as a
consequence these cycle routes are designed to provide connectivity
between large communities. Route 51 is well used, in parts for commuter
travel, but more frequently for leisure travel in and out of Bedford through the
Bedford River Valley Park. Route 51 provides only a linear opportunity to
interconnect with other communities or provide alternate links to vary travel or
expand and develop outdoor access experiences. The adjacent and wider
rights of way and rural road network must be utilised to provide greater
access linked to this important strategic cycle route.
The development of the „Bedford Green Wheel‟ has started to provide route
linkages across urban areas and beyond. Progress is being made on
improvements in Bedford Borough and linked to developments in the Forest
of Marston Vale. Outside of Bedford town opportunities need to be realised to
link smaller more rural communities with the strategic cycle routes.
As a consequence of recent user research, the need to develop an extended
network of formal and informal cycling opportunities has been highlighted.
Future developments will include the continued creation of the National Cycle
Network through the development of a link between Bedford and St Neots;
the creation of a number of off-road circular cycle routes; the „Bedford Green
Wheel‟ and a „Green Cycle Grid‟ using the Rights of Way Network and quiet
road links.
The table in section 10.4 also shows gaps in the connectivity of the Strategic
Cycle Route Network. These include:
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Gaps in north - south connectivity in the east of the Borough of
Bedford, thus providing no easy link to St Neots.
Gaps in north-south connectivity for cyclists between the National
Cycle Network Route 51 in Bedford Borough and the Three Shires
Way bridleway in the north of Bedford Borough. This results in proving
poor linkage between the larger communities of Rushden,
Wellingborough and Bedford.
The tranquil area of North - East Bedfordshire is devoid of any
strategic cycle routes.
There are gaps between all those strategic routes and rural
communities not directly intersected.

Proposed Cycle Routes
Proposals for Cycle route improvements are shown on Figure 31 and listed in
section 10.4.
15.

17.

19.
21.
22.
24. R

25. S

26. T
27. U

10.3.3

Priory Country Park, Harrold
Country Park to Grafham Water
cycling triangle link
Wyboston (Rookery Road) to
Eaton Socon.
Cycle link
Bedford to Shefford (Rowney
Warren) multiuse/cycle route
Wixams links and loops
John Bunyan Trail links and
loops
Harrold - Odell Country Park to
Priory Country Park Off Road
Cycle Route 1
Harrold - Odell Country Park Off
Road
Cycle Route 2
Green Cycle Link: Bedford –
Clapham – Bromham - Cranfield
Green Cycle Link to Green
Wheel
–
Cardington
to
Mowsbury Bedford East

Great Ouse valley Bedford and
Cambridgeshire
East Bedford Great Ouse Valley

South East Bedford, Marston Vale
and Greensand slopes
South Bedford, Marston Vale
Greensand slopes
South and
West Borough of
Bedford
Harrold - Odell to Wooded Wolds
and Northants
Harrold - Odell to Priory Country
Park Bedford
Bedford – Clapham – Bromham Cranfield
Bedford East

Strategic Footpath Routes
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Figure 30 shows that most of these routes are linked to key landscape or
cultural heritage features (Valley of River Great Ouse, Clay Plateaux,
Bedfordshire Wolds, Greensand Ridge slopes and Marston Vale). The routes
defined are a combination of both linear and circular; the circular routes are
focused on selected areas of special landscape or cultural heritage
significance generally not exceeding 10km in distance. These routes are
typically north to south routes which mirror the highway network with fewer
west to east routes which tend to be impeded by the course of the River
Great Ouse.
These routes are generally used for leisure purposes only and that although
the linear routes are well used; this use is mainly focused on sections near to
urban areas where the route passes close enough and where the Rights of
Way Network is capable of providing linkage. Improvements to access
connectivity with urban areas should be enhanced.
Figure 30 also shows gaps in the connectivity of the Strategic Footpath Route
Network. These include:








Gaps in east-west connectivity between largely north south
recreational footpath routes in Bedford Borough.
Gap in connectivity between Bedford, Kempston and Wootton.
Gap in connectivity between Sharnbrook, Riseley and Ouse Valley
villages.
Gaps in connectivity between Bedford and the Bedfordshire Wolds and
Thurleigh.
Gaps in connectivity between Bedford, the Wixams and Forest of
Marston Vale.
Gaps between Bedford and the Greensand Ridge interconnecting with
Old Warden, Rowney Warren and Shefford.
The tranquil area of north-east Bedfordshire is void of any strategic
routes, though this area is relatively well served by the Public Rights of
Way Network.

Proposed Footpath Routes
Proposals for Footpath route improvement are shown on figure 31 and listed
in section 10.3.
8.
9.
10.

Brickhill – North Bedfordshire
Wolds
Bedford River Valley Park
North Bedfordshire Wolds
network on Clay Plateaux

North Bedfordshire Wolds
Great Ouse Valley east of Bedford
North Bedfordshire Wolds Plateau
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11.
12.
16.
18.
20.
23.
28.
29.
30.
10.3.4

North Bedfordshire WW II
Airfields network
Sharnbrook and Riseley links
St
Neots
and
Cambridgeshire
network
links
Rushden
and Northants
network links
Clay Way
Links across the vale to
Greensand country
Ouse Valley West Ridge link
Ouse Valley Ridge to Milton
Keynes extension
Milton Keynes and Marston
Vale extension

North Bedfordshire Wolds Plateau
North Bedfordshire Wolds Plateau
North East Bedfordshire Wolds and
Valley
North West Bedford Wooded Wolds
South West Bedford
South
Bedford,
Marston
Vale
Greensand slopes
Ouse Valley Ridge Stagsden and
west
Ouse Valley Ridge to Milton Keynes
Cranfield to Milton Keynes
Marston Vale extension

and

Strategic Waterways

Both nationally and within the Borough of Bedford there is a growing interest
in providing wider access to waterways for canoeists. There are potential
opportunities within the Borough of Bedford to both enhance access to
existing navigations and by potentially increasing availability to the River
Great Ouse north of Bedford (providing linkage to Milton Keynes). If these
opportunities are to be pursued further, it would be useful to implement
impact assessments to ascertain the possible effects of the extension of use
of these sections of river, including on biodiversity interests.
Proposed Waterway
The Grand Union Canal provides a navigable linkage between Leighton
Buzzard and Milton Keynes (this route provides wider access to a number of
waterways and networks between Birmingham and London). The River Great
Ouse is navigable east from Bedford (providing linkage to the East Anglia
Waterways Network). There is currently a well developed plan to enhance the
connectivity of these strategic waterways linking Bedford to Milton Keynes to
provide linkage between the regional networks. This aspiration has been
recognised by the East of England Plan as being of regional significance for
green infrastructure. This link is shown as a proposed route on Figure 31.
10.3.5

Rights of Way Network – strategic assets
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Figure 30 shows the distribution of the Bedfordshire and Luton‟s Rights of
Way Network. This strategic asset provides access into the wider
countryside, and people travel from across the Borough of Bedford and
surrounding areas to use this network and experience the varied landscapes
available.
Public rights of way form part of the highway network, and use roads to
interconnect between paths and to provide direct access from urban areas.
Many of the Borough of Bedford‟s roads have a high volume of traffic; these
roads have a critical effect on the accessibility, safety and connectivity of the
Rights of Way Network. There are some areas of the Borough of Bedford
where low levels of traffic use on particular roads provide an excellent
opportunity to improve connectivity - the largest of these areas being the
tranquil area in the north east of the Borough. It should be remembered
however that on many of these “quieter roads” the national speed limit still
applies, so consideration should be given to promotion of speed reduction
measures and the creation of “Quiet Lanes” in the Borough of Bedford to
reduce traffic speed and volume, and enhance less formal access
opportunities.
The Public Rights of Way Network in the Borough of Bedford provides over
980 kilometres of linear outdoor access opportunities. There are 3 main
categories of path:




Public footpaths (600km / 61%) – providing pedestrian access
Public bridleway (350km / 36%) – providing equestrian, cyclists and
pedestrian access
Public byway (34km / 3%) – providing motor vehicle, horse and
carriage, equestrian, cyclist and pedestrian access.

All types of access are distributed across the Borough of Bedford but not
evenly; some areas have clear deficits and others concentrations. In the case
of public bridleways and byways this is a key issue - there are network
concentrations in the northwest and in the northeast of the Borough. Even
within these areas opportunities to vary and interconnect user routes is
limited due to status differences, gaps and connectivity. Many users travel
into these areas to horse ride and cycle from across the Borough of Bedford
and surrounding areas.
The area with the greatest density of rights of way is the tranquil northeast
area of the Borough of Bedford. This area benefits from generally lower levels
of road traffic, thus providing safety and connectivity and in the absence of
strategic access routes in this area opportunities exist to further enhance and
promote this access resource.
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Bedford Borough Council, as a requirement of the CROW Act 2000 has
prepared an Outdoor Access Improvement Plan (OAIP)22. A number of key
issues were identified which often reflects the findings of this GI study; these
have been flagged to be addressed over the 10 year timeframe of the OAIP:










The management of the strategic access network and prevention of
future severance of road, rail and watercourse links throughout the
network
Improved connectivity with existing and potential new communities
The review of current network alignments and provision against current
need and potential future use
Development of greater community ownership of the network such as
„Quiet Lanes‟ which are minor rural road appropriate for shared use by
walkers, cyclists, horse riders and motorised users. These roads
should have low levels of traffic travelling at low speeds
The creation of green cycle route provision
Improved physical accessibility to the countryside
Improved access connectivity near to where people live.

The first 5 years of delivery within the Outdoor Access Improvement Plan are
focused on improvements to the networks surrounding the Borough of
Bedford‟s largest communities (i.e. those with population exceeding 3500 and
for the most part urban fringe). This is being reviewed following Local
Government Reorganisation 2009. These improvements will include
increased connectivity to strategic bridleways, cycle and footpath routes.
10.4 Access opportunities
The GI access assessment has identified a range of existing waterways,
bridleway, cycle and footpath routes that are considered to be of strategic
significance in the Borough of Bedford and beyond. The assessment
identifies gaps in the connectivity of this strategic access route network, and
also found that in some areas accessibility and availability to the network for
equestrians, cyclists and pedestrians is poor. The assessment has identified
the relationship between the land based strategic access resource and the
need for improvement and enhancement of the Rights of Way network to
enhance connectivity and availability. The areas of opportunity shown on
Figure 31, in the form of defined and non-defined proposed routes and OAIP
Priority Enhancement Areas, have been fed through to the integration
process to guide the identification of new strategic accessible green
infrastructure provision.

22

Outdoor Access Improvement Plan, June 2006
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Figure 31 - Linear access opportunities
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GI Linear access; assets and opportunities
Strategic bridleway routes
1. A
Three Shires Way Bridleway
Strategic cycle routes

North west Bedfordshire

2. D

National Cycle Network Route
51

Milton Keynes – Bedford –
Sandy

3.

Bedford Green Wheel

Bedford and links to rural
hinterland

Strategic footpath routes
4.F
Three Shires Way
5.G
Ouse Valley Way
Strategic waterway routes

North west Bedfordshire
Linking Bedford and Sandy

6. M

Bedford - St Neots

River Great Ouse

Bedford – Milton Keynes
Waterway Park
Other routes
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.

Brickhill – North Bedfordshire
Wolds
Bedford River Valley Park
North Bedfordshire Wolds
network on Clay Plateaux
North Bedfordshire WW II
Airfields network
Sharnbrook and Riseley links
NW Bedford Byway network in
Wooded Wolds
Green Lane linear Park
Priory Country Park, Harrold
Country Park to Grafham
Water cycling triangle link
St Neots and Cambridgeshire
network links
Wyboston (Rookery Road) to
Eaton Socon.

Bedford and the Marston Vale

North Bedfordshire Wolds
Great Ouse Valley east of
Bedford
North Bedfordshire Wolds
Plateau
North Bedfordshire Wolds
Plateau
North Bedfordshire Wolds
Plateau
North West Bedford Wooded
Wolds
Forty Foot Lane and
Swineshead
Great Ouse valley Bedford and
Cambridgeshire
North East Bedfordshire Wolds
and Valley
East Bedford Great Ouse Valley

Cycle link
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18.

20.
21.

Rushden and Northants
network links
Bedford to Shefford (Rowney
Warren) multiuse/cycle route
Clay Way
Wixams links and loops

22.

Bunyan Trail links and loops

23.

Links across the vale to
Greensand country
Harrold - Odell Country Park to
Priory Country Park Off Road
Cycle Route 1
Harrold - Odell Country Park
Off Road Cycle Route 2
Green Cycle Link: Bedford –
Clapham- Bromham- Cranfield
Green Cycle Link to Green
Wheel – Cardington to
Mowsbury Bedford East
Ouse Valley West Ridge link

19.

24. R

25. S
26. T
27. U

28.
29.
30.

Ouse Valley Ridge to Milton
Keynes extension
Milton Keynes and Marston
Vale extension

North West Bedford Wooded
Wolds
South East Bedford, Marston
Vale and Greensand slopes
South West Bedford
South Bedford, Marston Vale
Greensand slopes
South and West Borough of
Bedford
South Bedford, Marston Vale
Greensand slopes
Harrold - Odell to Wooded
Wolds and Northants
Harrold - Odell to Priory County
Park Bedford
Bedford – Clapham – Bromham
- Cranfield
Bedford East

Ouse Valley Ridge Stagsden
and west
Ouse Valley Ridge to Milton
Keynes
Cranfield to Milton Keynes and
Marston Vale extension
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